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P R E F A C E 
The present t h e s i s e n t i t l e d 'A STUDY ON THE CHARA-
CTERIZATION OF CERTAIN CLASSES OF MATRICES' i s an outcome 
of my researches t h a t ^ have been pursuing since 1989, 
under the ab le , i n s p i r i n g and s t imula t ing guidance of 
Prof. Z.U. Ahmad, M . S c , D . P h i l . , D . S c , Department of 
Mathematics, Aligarh Muslim U n i v e r s i t y , Al igarh . I t dea ls 
p r imar i ly with the c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n problems of c l a s s e s of 
matr ices in some sequence spaces . 
Seven chapters have been incorporated in the t he s i s 
alongwith the Chapter 0 which dea l s with some elementary 
d e f i n i t i o n s and no ta t ions used in the body of the t h e s i s . 
Chapter I i s i n t roduc to ry , in which, we give some more 
n o t a t i o n s and d e f i n i t i o n s , which form the background of the 
var ious r e s u l t s d iscussed in the subsequent c h a p t e r s . 
In Chapter 11 , we have introduced the sequence spaces 
c^(p,s) and - ^ (p , s ) and determined t h e i r Kothe-Toeplitz duals . 
Some matrix sequences have also been considered. In Chapter 
I I I , we define the sequence space bs (p , s ) and consider some 
matrix sequences on the spaces £ ( p , s ) and bs ( p , s ) , while 
Chapter IV, has been devoted to the study of matrix sequences 
on •C(p,s) . 
(ii) 
The Chapter V concerns with the study of generalized 
almost convergence and matrix transformations, while Chapter VI 
aims at characterizing some new matrix classes in BV . 
In the Seventh and the last Chapter we give a brief 
survey of results on matrix classes between some sequence 
spaces. Towards the end of the thesis a comprehensive biblio-
graphy of books and research papers referred to, has been given. 
Four papers based on some of the researches contained 
in this thesis have been communicated for publication in reputed 
journals. 
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CIIAFIER-O 
NOTE ON CONVENTIONS 
CHAPTER-0 
NOTE ON CONVENTIONS 
Here we s t a t e a few convent ions , which w i l l be used 
throughout the t h e s i s , o ther d e f i n i t i o n s wi l l be introduced as 
they become necessary . 
0 . 1 . THE SYMBOLS z"*". IR AND C: 
+ 
L , IR and C w i l l be used to denote , r e s p e c t i v e l y the 
s e t of a l l p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r s , the s e t of a l l r e a l numbers and 
the s e t of a l l complex numbers. 
0 . 2 . LIM. SUP AND INF; 
By ' l i m ' , ' s u p ' and ' inf• we mean ' l i m ' ' sup » 
n n n n—> <» n = 0 , l , 2 , . , . 
and • inf ' r e s p e c t i v e l y , 
n o , 1 , 2 
0 . 3 . CX)NSTANT K: 
Throughout we write K to denote an absolute constant, 
not necessarily the same at each occurrence. 
0.4. SUMMATION CONVENTIONS; 
P 
By E f(n), we mean the sum of all values of f(n) for 
a 
which a<.n<,p;if p < a , this is zero. Summations are over 
0,1,2,...., when there is no indication to the contrary. If 
(Xj^ ) « (x^,X2,...«) is a sequence of terms, then by Z x^ we 
mean E x , and we shall sometimes write as Z x , where no 
possible confusion can arise. 
0.5 MATRIX At 
Throughout this thesis A denotes an infinite matrix (a^ j^^ ) • 
0.6 FINITE DIFFERENCES: 
For any sequence i^rJ * ^^ write 
A° ^ n - ^ n' 
1 
n - ^ / n ^ ^ n ' *n+l* A f. - A f. = f . - f 
0.7 SEQUENCES x^p; e AND et 
X = (Xj^ ) denotes any sequence whose k- th term i s x. 
and p = (pj^) a sequence of s t r i c t l y p o s i t i v e numbers with 
(k) 
sup Pj^  < oo, e and e , denote the sequences 
Ilk 
: 3 : 
(k) 
0 t = 1 0,0,....Or l(kth place) ,0,0,...t for all ke^ 1^  
and _ 
e : =) 1 , 1 , . . . . I, 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
0 . 8 . SEQUENCE SPACES; 
W denotes the space of a l l sequences r e a l , or complex. 
We denote by 
l^ X =1 X : sup |x,^| < CO L 
c : «i X ; |xjj - ^ 1 > 0 for some \. >, 
c^ : ={ X : I x J > o | , 
r e s p e c t i v e l y the Banach spaces of bounded, convergent and nul l 
sequences with the usual norm: 
II X II = s u p |x ,^ | . 
We note that 
CoC:c c . ^ . 
BV : = | x : E | x^ - x ^ . J < « , x^ - 0 | , 
the space of sequences of bounded v a r i a t i o n i s a Banach space 
with the usual norm: 
and 
and 
II X II = E | x ^ - x ^ ^ J . 
Also, we define 
cs : =% X :^ Z x > i s convergent J>, 
bs : = < X : sup I E X I < O.L 
k n=0 " J 
-^ p : = J X : Z | x ^ | P < « I , 0 < p < « ; 
W ^ : = < x : l i r a - ^ E | x ^ - | . | = 0 , for some i ^ C >. 
P n " k=l "^  J 
Then 
Let us wr i te 
x^ = z^ + z^ -f + z^, for a l l z = (z^) eVf; 
, ra+n 
<t)™ .^(x) = t „ „(x) - t ^ , „(x) 
^m,n m,n m-l ,n 
I m 
= ra(m+l) j?^^ "^^ \+i * ' 'n+j-1^ * 
c : =<^  X : lim t^ ^^  ^( x) e x i s t s uniformly in n ,x^<j^ I, 
: 5 : 
A 










^-jx : E l^^nj^^Cx)! < OP, uniformly in n,x e ^ L 
Again, let us write 
0 , m J 
™^^ j=0 ^n ^n ^^"^ ''m,n' 
where <y i s a 1-1 mapping of £ in to i t s e l f , such t h a t 
m + m 
a (n) 4* "» for a l l ne-Z » where o (n) denotes the mth i t e r a t e 
of the mapping a a t n; and 
f m.n*") - Vn '" ' " Vl.n*") 
m 
0 .7 ] : 
1 
We define the spaces [(PK.) i s the same as defined in 
? : =<^  X : sup lljljj^  ^ ( x ) | < « , x ^ ^ 
"^oo [ m , n * 
c : = < X : l i m t^ ^(x) e x i s t s , uniformly in n,xe^-i. 





i(p) ^  
c(p) : 
= < 
X : lim | x . - ^ | = 0 , for somet^C 
X : lim I X. 
» 
=<^ X : i: | x . | < 
o 
=^ X : sup| X. I < 
k ^ 
c«(p) : 
r 0 ^^ 
=<[ X : lim | t ^ ^(x) - - t e ] = 0 , uniformly in 
n, for some V ^ C and ^^\ ?* 







M Q ( P ) : 
W(p) : 
ces(p) : 
X : lim |tjjj ^(x) -4L e| = 0 , uniformly in 
m ' 
n, for some -(_ ^ e 
P|^  1 
=] X : sup \^^ ^ (x) | < oo, x £ < - ^ L 
m,n ' J 
= U (x :E |X^1 N"^ "^^  < CO L 
N>1[ k "^  J 
J x : l i m - i E lx. - ^ | = 0 , for some <. ^ C L 
n " k=l ^ 
CO . k ^ ^ - ^ ^ Pk 
x : E ( i - E Ix- l ) < oo >. 
7 :' 
I f pj^ = p , f o r a l l k, we have c(p) = c , C Q ( P ) = c^ , 
-^ (P) --^p. Ijp) - -4 , . c(p) =2, Ijp) =1^, c^(p) « c^, 
%ip) = \ and W(p) = V/p. 
0 . 9 . (XNVERGENT AND ABSOLUTELY CONVERGENT SERIES: 
I f ^ a^ v be a g iven s e r i e s of complex t e r m s , then 
'E a < oo' and ' L | a | < oo» symbol ize r e s p e c t i v e l y the 
convergence and a b s o l u t e convergence of the s e r i e s E a_. 
0 . 1 0 . KDTHE-TOEPLITZ AND CONTINUOUS DUALS OF SEQUENCE 
SPACES: 
L e t E be a s e t of complex s e q u e n c e s , then i t s Kothe-
+ 
T o e p l i t z dua l deno ted by E , i s d e f i n e d a s , 
E : = ' a = (a,^) : E |aj^x,^| < « , f o r a l l xGE I. 
E w i l l deno te the s e t of a l l c o n t i n u o u s l i n e a r func -
t i o n a l s on E . 
0 . 1 1 . CLASS OF MATRICES: 
L e t X and Y be any two non-empty s u b s e t s of the space 
W. L e t A = (a^j^) , ( n , k = 1 , 2 , . . . . ) be an i n f i n i t e m a t r i x of 
r e a l , or complex numbers . We w r i t e 
: 8 
Then Ax =< Aj^ ( x) ? i s ca l l ed the A-transform of x. Also 
11m Ax = lim A (x) , 
whenever it exists. If x ^ X implies Axe^Y, we say that 
A defines a matrix transformation from X into Y, denoted by 
A : X > Y. By (X,Y) we mean the class of matrices A such 
that A : X — > Y . By (X,Y;P) we mean the subset of (X,Y) for 





1 . 1 . HISTORICAL BACKGROUND; 
A sequence space i s defined to be a l i n e a r space with 
elements in another space . Summability can be roughly cons i -
dered as the study of l i n e a r t ransformat ions on sequence spaces. 
The theory o r ig ina t ed from the a t tempts of mathematicians to 
assign l i m i t s to d ive rgen t sequences. The e a r l i e s t idea of 
summability theory was perhaps contained in a l e t t e r wr i t t en 
by Le ibn i t z to C. Wolf (1713) in which he a t t r i b u t e d the sum 
i to the o s c i l l a t o r y s e r i e s 1-1+1-1+1 Frobenius (1880) 
introduced the method of summability by a r i thmet ic means, which 
was genera l ized by Cesaro (1890) as the (C,Ic) method of summa-
b i l i t y . Towards the end of n in teenth century , study of the 
general theory of sequences and t ransformat ions on them a t t r a c t e d 
mathematicians, who were ch ie f ly motivated by problems such as 
those in summability theory , Four ier s e r i e s . Power s e r i e s and 
systems of equat ions with i n f i n i t e l y many v a r i a b l e s . 
: 10 : 
Toepl i tz ( [68] ) was the f i r s t person to study summability 
method as a c l a s s of t ransformat ions of complex sequences by 
complex i n f i n i t e m a t r i c e s . Subsequently i t was s tudied by many 
outs tanding mathematicians l i k e Kojima, S te inhaus , Schur, Mazur, 
Knopp, Agnew, Cooke, Pe te rsen and many o t h e r s . 
With the emergence of Functional Analysis, sharper tech-
niques were ava i l ab le and sequence spaces were s tudied with 
renewed vigour , g r e a t e r i n s igh t and mot iva t ion . E a r l i e s t app l i -
ca t ions of Funct ional Analysis to Summability was made by Banach, 
Hahn, Mazur, Kothe and Toep l i t z during the t h i rd decade of the 
presen t century , followed by a l i ne of many e n t h u s i a s t i c workers 
such as Lorentz , Z e l l e r , Borwein, Sargent , Russel and so on. A 
l a r g e l i t e r a t u r e has grown up concerning the c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n of 
a l l c l a s s e s of mat r ices which transform one given sequence space 
in to another (see Cooke [ 9 ] , Hardy [ l 3 ] , Ruckle [ 5 3 ] , Peyerim-
hoff [ 4 9 ] , S t i e g l i t z [ 6 6 ] , Wilansky [69,70 ] , Maddox [30,31] and 
Malkowsky [33,34] and the chain cont inues end l e s s ly . 
The objec t of the p resen t t h e s i s i s to study c h a r a c t e r i -
za t ion problems of c l a s s e s of mat r ices in some sequence spaces . 
: 11 : 
In Chap te r I I , we i n t r o d u c e the sequence spaces c ( p , s ) 
and -^.Cp.s) . We a l s o de te rmine t h e i r K o t h e - T o e p l i t z d u a l s . 
F i n a l l y we de te rmine the n e c e s s a r y and s u f f i c i e n t c o n d i t i o n s on 
the m a t r i x sequence J T = (A.) such t h a t J 4 G ( X , Y ) , where 
X = ^ , c „ ( p , s ) , - 2 ( p , s ) and ^ ( p , s ) and Y = m((t)) . 
In Chap te r I I I , we i n t r o d u c e the sequence space b s ( p , s ) 
and de t e rmine the n e c e s s a r y and s u f f i c i e n t c o n d i t i o n s on the 
m a t r i x sequence S^ = (A^) such t h a t 5 4 ^ ( X , Y ) , where X = •£^(p,s) 
b s ( p , s ) and Y = -6, , b s , c and cs r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
OO 
In Chap te r IV, we de t e rmine the n e c e s s a r y and s u f f i c i e n t 
c o n d i t i o n s on the m a t r i x sequence A= (A^) such t h a t ^ e ( X , Y ) , 
where X = -^(p ,s ) and Y = -£ , c , b s , c s and c s . 
OO 
Chapte r V, has been devoted to c h a r a c t e r i z e the m a t r i c e s 
of the c l a s s e s ( ^ ( p , s ) , F . ) and ( c e s ( p , s ) , F . ) . 
6 6 
In Chap te r VI , we de t e rmine the m a t r i c e s of the c l a s s e s 
( c ^ , B V ^ ) , ( c ( p ) , B V ^ ) , ( C Q ( P ) , B V ^ ) , ( M ^ ( P ) , B V ^ ) and ( i ^ , B V ^ ) . 
In Chapter VII, we give by compilation, a systematic 
account of various existing characterization theorems. 
: 12 : 
1.2. Here we recall the following well known definitions 
Definition 1.2.1. Characteristic of a Conservative 
Matrix 
Let A G ( C , C ) . Then A is called a conservative (or 
convergence preserving) matrix. If, in addition, 
lim A ( x) = lim x„, then A is called regular and we write 
n n 
Ae(c,cjP). For a conservative matrix A, 
X(A) ^ lim E a . - Z (lim a .) , 
n k "'^  k n ""^  
is called the characteristic of A. The numbers lim a.^ . 
n ""^  
(k = 1 , 2 , . . . . ) and limZ: a_. are re f fe red to as the character-
n k ""^  
i s t i c numbers of A. 
Def in i t i on 1 .2 .2 . Co-regular and Co-null Matr ices 
Let A ^ ( c , c ) . Then A i s co - regu la r if and only if 
X ( A ) 4* 0 » ^^^ A i s co-nul l o the rwise . 
Def in i t ion 1 . 2 . 3 . Coercive Matrix 
The matrix A i s coercive if and only if A x ^ c for 
a l l x^t , i . e . , A G.{ t ,c) . 
: 13 : 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 2 . 4 . BK-Space. (See Z e l l e r [75 ] ) : 
A BK-space X i s a l i n e a r Banach space in which the c o -
o r d i n a t e maps a re c o n t i n u o u s , i . e . , 
. ^'"^ . 11 ^""^ 
» ^k " ^k^ ^^* whenver || x - x| | > 0 , 
(m) (m) 
a s m > oo and x = (x ) , x = (Xj^) • 
Definition 1.2.5. Paranormed Space 
A linear topological space X is called a paranormed 
space if there exists a subadditive function g : X >JR, 
such that g(0) = 0 , g( x) = g(-x) and the multiplication is 
continuous, that is, A > A and g( x^ - x) >0, implies 
that g( x) > 0, for X ^ C and x G X. 
For r e s u l t s in t h i s c o n t e x t r e f e r e n c e s may be made to 
Chapter V I I . 
1 . 3 . BANACH LIMIT AND ALMOST CONVERGENCE; 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 3 . 1 . Banach L i m i t (See [5 ] , P . 3 3 - 3 4 ) . 
L e t x = (x ) be a bounded sequence , and 
1 ^ ( 1 . 3 . 1 ) P(x^) = in f l im sup "I E x ^ ^ . , 
njL»n2» • • • •» "k ^ P~^ P 
: 14 : 
where k is a positive integer and n, ,n2» • •. .»nj^  is an 
arbitrary subset of integers. 
1) 
Then a linear functional , L which satisfies the 
condition 
L( x^) < P( x^) , 
for a l l bounded sequences x, i s c a l l e d a Banach l imi t* 
The following theorem on Banach l i m i t i s well-known, 
(See Pe te r sen [48 ] , Theorem 3 . 1 . 5 ) . 
THEOREM 1 . 3 . 1 . A Banach l i m i t L, s a t i s f i e s the following 
condi t ions : 
( i ) L(ax^) = a L(Xj^), for a l l a, 
( i i ) L(x^+y^) » L ( x ^ ) + L(y„ ) , 
( i i i ) L(x^^^) = L(x„ ) . 
( iv ) L(e) « 1, 
(v) x^ 2 0 (n = 1 , 2 , . . . . ) implies L( x^) 2 0 . 
1) For the d e f i n i t i o n of l i n e a r func t iona l s and o ther concepts 
of Functional Ana lys i s , reference may be made to Maddox 130] . 
: 15 : 
In 1948, Lorentz [ 2 3 ] introduced a new concept of conver-
gence, which i s narrowly connected with the l i m i t of S. Banach. 
The sequences which are summable by t h i s method are ca l l ed almost 
convergent sequences. 
Def in i t ion 1 . 3 . 1 . (See [ 4 8 ] ) : 
A sequence x ^-L i s said to be almost convergent to ic 
i f each Banach l i m i t of x i s -v- . 
The space of almost convergent sequences i s denoted by c . 
A 
Lorentz a lso cha rac t e r i zed the space c in the form of 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1 .3 .2 . ( [ 2 3 ] , Theorem 1 ) : 
A sequence x = (x^) i s almost convergent to •<- if and 
only if 
V'^nfl-' -^Vk-l u 
lim — — — — — _ — — — . » -C , 
k — > CO k 
uniformly in n . 
The space of a l l almost convergent s e r i e s i s denoted by 
A 
cs and defined by: 
16 : 
and 
cs : =^ X : ( E x^) e c j^; 
c s : =<^  X : ( E x ) e c ^ 
wi l l denote the space of a l l almost convergent s e r i e s , whose 
genera l ized sum i s zero* 
Using t h i s new concept of convergence King [ l 9 ] , and 
Eizen and Laush [ l l ] have introduced more general c l a s s e s of 
mat r ices than the conse rva t ive , r egu l a r and coercive ma t r i ce s . 
Def in i t i on 1 .3 .2 . Almost Conservative Matrix 
The matrix A i s said to be almost conservat ive if and 
only i f Ax e c , for a l l x G c , t h a t is i A ^ ( c , c ) . 
Def in i t i on 1 , 3 . 3 . Almost Regular Matrix 
A N The matrix A i s said to be almost regu la r if A ^ ( c , c ) 
and L(A^(x)) = lira x ; and we wr i te A G ( C , C ; P ) . 
n 
Def in i t ion 1 .3 .4 . Almost Coercive Matrix 
The matrix A i s said to be almost coercive if and only 
if Ax ^ c , for a l l x ^ -c > and we wr i t e A ^  (-t ,c) . 
For r e s u l t s in t h i s context reference may be made to 
Chapter V I I . 
: 17 : 
1.4. INVARIANT MEANS AND g~CONVERGENCE: 
Schaefer [ 5 8 ] , genera l ized the concept of Banach l i m i t s 
and almost convergence to those of I n v a r i a n t Means (or o-means) 
and o-convergence. 
Def in i t ion 1 . 4 . 1 . Inva r i an t Means: 
+ 
Let o be a mapping of 2 i n to i t s e l f . A continuous 
Linear funct ional 6 on -L in to i t s e l f i s said to be an 
' oo 
i nva r i an t mean (o r a o-mean) if and only if 
( i) 0(x) 2 0 , when the sequence x =* (x„) has x^ 2 0» 
for a l l n, 
( i i ) 4)(e) = 1, 
and 
( i i i ) (Kx^(^)) = (t)(x). for a l l X G ^ • 
For X = (x ) , we wri te 
Analogous to almost convergence, a-convergence has also 
been charac te r i zed as : 
: 18 : 
THEOREM 1 . 4 . 1 . (See [ 5 8 ] ) : 
A sequence x = (x„) G.^ i s a-convergent if and only if 
m 
X + Tx + + T X g, 
lim « -C e , 
m " '^ oo m+1 
uniformly in x\,ji being the common value of a l l c-means 
X (see [ 5 0 ] ) , t h a t i s / ' = a - lim x. 
Schaefer [ 5 8 ] , gave the analogous not ions of a -conser -
v a t i v e , a - r egu la r and a-coercive matr ices as g e n e r a l i z a t i o n s of 
almost conse rva t ive , almost r egu la r and almost coercive matr ices . 
Def in i t ion 1 .4 .2 . o-'Conservative Matr ix 
The matrix A i s said to be o-conservat ive if and only 
a a 
i f Ax € c, for a l l x s c , and we wr i te A ^ ( c , c ) . 
Def in i t ion 1 . 4 . 3 . a^Regular Matr ix 
The matrix A i s said to be a - r e g u l a r if and only if 
A i s a -conservat ive and o-lim Ax = lim x, for a l l x ^ c , and 
a 
we wr i t e A€L(c ,c ;P) . 
Def in i t ion 1 .4 .4 . o-Coercive Matr ix 
The matrix A i s said to be o-coercive if and only if 
: 19 : 
A x e c for a l l x e-^ , and we wr i te A ^ ( - t . , c ) . 
For r e s u l t s in t h i s contex t r e fe rences may be made to 
Chapter V I I . 
1 .5 . Here we s t a t e the Banach-Steinhaus theorem and 
some o ther r e s u l t s which are su i ted to deal ing with many problems 
in the theory of matrix t ransformat ions and sequence spaces . 
THEOREM 1 . 5 . 1 . Banach-Steinhaus Theorem (See [ 3 0 ] ) : 
If (A ) i s a sequence of bounded l i n e a r opera to r s each 
defined on a Banach space X in to a normed space Y, and 
lira sup | | A ^ ( X ) | | < 00, on X, 
n 
then sup I | A 1| < », t h a t i s the sequence ( | | A | | ) of norms 
n 
i s bounded. 
THEOREM 1 .5 .2 . Uniform boundedness p r i n c i p l e ( see [30]^ : 
Let P be a c o l l e c t i o n of lower semicontinuous functions 
p defined on the second category matr ic space X, and suppose 
p(x) <.M(x) < OO, for each x € X , a l l p ^ P , 
then, there e x i s t s a sphere S in X and a constant M such 
t h a t 
: 20 : 
p(x) <. M, for each x€S and all p^P. 
S. Banach and Steinhaus have proved a principle of 
condensation of singularities given below: 
THEOREM 1.5.3. (See [72]): 
Given a sequence of bounded l i n e a r opera to r s <rT \ 
defined on a Banach space X in to a normed l i n e a r space Y, 
then the s e t 
B : =i xGX : lim || T^  x|| < « I 
e i t h e r coincides with X or i s a s e t of the f i r s t category of 
X. 
THEOREM 1 .5 .4 . (See [ 2 1 ] , P.IOO): 
For any C > 0 and any two complex numbers a and b , 
q —q 
| a b | < C ( | a | C + | b | ^ . 
where 
p > 1 and -i + i = 1 
P q 
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MATRIX SEQUENCES ON CERTAIN GENERALIZED SEQUENCE SPACES-I 
2 . 1 . DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS: 
For a sequence p = ( p . ) wi th p. > 0 , the fo l lowing 
sequence spaces and t h e i r K o t h e - T o e p l i t z d u a l s have been s t u -
d ied by v a r i o u s a u t h o r s (See [ 21 ] , [ 28 ] and [ 60 ] ) , 
C^CP) : = X : X , -> 0 k. 
- L ( P ) • = <; X : s u p I Xj^ i 
^ ( p ) : =<^ X : E x. < oo 
>» 
>» ( 1 < Pj^ 1 s u p Pj^ < oo ) . 
K 
The K o t h e - T o e p l i t z dual of a s e t E of complex sequences 
i s d e f i n e d by: 
E : =^ a : E ^uX. c o n v e r g e s , for every x G E r 
We know t h a t 
c^(p) : = U 
° N>1 
- 1 / p , 
a : E | a . | N 
k ^ 
', ( s e e [21 ] ) , 
: 22 : 
r(p) ^ = N O J - i/p, a : E I a^l N < «» 1, ( see [ 60 ] ) , 
^k - ^ k / P k 
^ ( p ) : = <^  a : E | a . | N < « L ( see [28 ] ) , 
where - ^ + — = 1 and N > 1 i s an i n t e g e r . 
In [ 8 ] , the space -^(p) was extended to -^Cpfs) for 
$ 2 0 , t h a t i s 
- s '^k 
X : E k 1 X, I < oo 
k ^ 
and 
^ ( P , s ) : a : E k 
k 
s ( q ^ - l ) -1 ) -^k /P) 
N l a j < 
and 
Here , we ex tend the spaces c^(n) and -tiv) 
O '^  oo "^  
£ ( p , s ) r e s p e c t i v e l y fot s 2 0» anci d e f i n e : 
to c ^ ( p , s ) 
- s 
C Q ( P , S ) : = ' 
^ ( p , s ) : =< 
X : k I X. I ->0 >f 
- s 
X : s u p k 1 X. I < oo 
k ^ 
for P^ > 0 . If (Pu) i s bounded, then these a r e l i n e a r 
t o p o l o g i c a l spaces paranormed by 
- s 
( 2 . 1 . 1 ) g(x) = sup k I x^l 
k ^ 
P,/M 
: 23 : 
where M = max ( l , H ) , H = sup p. . 
L e t ^ deno te the c l a s s of a l l f i n i t e s u b s e t s of the 
eg t y 4" /5 
^ of p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r s . For any m e 2 , - ^ deno tes 
the c l a s s of a l l L G -^ t h a t do no t c o n t a i n more than m 
e l e m e n t s . The c l a s s (J) c o n s i s t s of a l l nondec reas ing sequences 
(J) 
(4^b.) of s t r i c t l y p o s i t i v e numbers such t h a t ("jr") ^^ non-
i n c r e a s i n g . 
Sa rgen t [ 5S» ] , i n t roduced the BK-space m((j)) by: 





x , l < 
m 
2 . 2 . INTRODUCTION: 
L e t sA deno te the sequence of r e a l m a t r i c e s A4= ( a„ . ( i ) ) 
X n ic 
We w r i t e fo r a sequence x, 
(Ax) 
n I ^nk(i)^k' 
if i t e x i s t s fo r each n , i and 
- ^ x = U A X ) ^ ) ^ _ , ^ . 
: 24 : 
A sequence x i s s a i d to be sA. -summable to ^ i f 
i 
l im (Ax) = I , un i fo rmly in i . To denote the m a t r i x 
n 
sequence J\. of t h e c l a s s (X,Y) , we w r i t e M e ( X , Y ) . If 
a u( i ) = a .,• for a l l i , then -sh r educes to the u s u a l nic nK 
summabi l i ty method A and a^k^-^^ ~ ^ (n = k) for a l l i , = 0 
(n 4= k) for a l l i , then A c o r r e s p o n d s to the I d e n t i t y mat r ix 
I which i s e q u i v a l e n t to the o r d i n a r y conve rgence . So, the 
method ^ i s more g e n e r a l than the u s u a l summabil i ty method A. 
The main o b j e c t of the p r e s e n t c h a p t e r conce rns with tlie 
newly de f ined sequence s p a c e s , C Q ( P , S ) and -^^Cpis); s 2 0 . We 
f ind t h e i r K o t h e - T o e p l i t z d u a l s under s e c t i o n 2 . 3 . In s e c t i o n 
2.4 we de te rmine the n e c e s s a r y and s u f f i c i n e n t c o n d i t i o n s on 
the m a t r i x sequence sk = (A.) in o r d e r t h a t .5^ ^ ( X , Y ) , where 
X = i L , c ^ ( p , s ) , ^ ( p , s ) and ^ ( p , s ) and Y = m((l)) . 
OO \J OO 
2 . 3 . KOTHE-TOEPLITZ DUALSt 
Here we g ive an easy s e t t i n g to f ind the K o t h e - T o e p l i t z 
dua l s of c ^ ( p , s ) , j ^ ( p , s ) and - ^ ( p j s ) . 
Le t cs be the s e t of a l l conve rgen t s e r i e s . For 
a r b i t r a r y x,y e W", we p u t 
: 25 
xy = ( x ^y^ ) 
T h e r e f o r e , fo r E C Vf, we can w r i t e 
E : = ^ a = ( aj^) : a x e cs 
L e t U be the s e t of a l l sequences u e. W such t h a t 




( 2 . 3 . 1 ) ( u " ' ) k = \ ' ^ = ^ » 2 . 
and f o r B CZ^, u e u , we pu t 
( 2 . 3 . 2 ) E : =< xeW^ : x u ^ E 
u 
Obvious ly 
( 2 . 3 . 3 ) (E , ) = (E ) _ , 
u 
I f u = ( u . ) i s de f ined by 
( 2 . 3 . 4 ) 
" k = TT^ , s 2 0 , k = 1 ,2 , 
then from ( 2 . 3 . 2 ) , we have 
: 26 : 
C ^ C P ^ S ) = ( c ^ ( p ) ) ^ , 
i (p,s) =( i (P))u ' 
^ ( P . s ) = ( ^ ( p ) ) ^ , 
and by ( 2 . 3 . 3 ) 
+/ ( 2 . 3 . 5 ) C o ^ P ' S ) = ( c : ( p ) ) , - i u 
N>1 
< a E k 
k 
^/Pk - ^ / P k 
(2.3.6) / ( P , s ) = ( / ( p ) ) = D' 
s /p^ - " ^ k 
u 
- 1 N>1 
1/p, 
a : E k a^jN < «. > f 
+ + r s ( q ^ - l ) -q|^/Pi^ qi^  
( 2 . 3 . 7 ) ^ ( p , s ) = ( lip)) = a : E k N 
- 1 I k 
u ^ 
aj^l <~^. 
2 . 4 . MATRIX SEQUENCES FROM i , c ^ ( p , s ) , i ( p , s ) AND 
oo O _oo 
•&(D.S) I N T O m((l))r 
THEOREM 2.1. ^ ^ ( -^  ,m((t))) if and only if (2.4.1) holds. 
(2.4.1) sup 
m r^Ti^ ^JniL^"^'^"^-
PROOF. NECESSITY. Suppose A G.{ Ji ym{(b)) and the c o n d i t i o n 
( 2 . 4 . 1 ) i s not t r u e . Then the m a t r i x fe= a^^{ i)^{ i^,m{^)) . 
: 27 : 
He nee t h e r e e x i s t s x^-f^ such t h a t ( f e x ^ m ( ( | ) ) , t h a t i s 
( 2 . 4 . 2 ) sup ^ I E ( E a ^ . ( i ) ) x . I = « . 
m , L , i ^m k neL ^^ ^ 
However, if we de f ine a sequence y = y^ ^ by 
+ 
Y^ = Xj^ , f o r a l l k e-Z , 
then Y ^ l^, bu t by ( 2 . 4 . 2 ) A y = f e x ^ m ((})), which i s a 
c o n t r a d i c t i o n . Hence ( 2 . 4 . 1 ) i s t r u e . 
SUFFICIENCY. Suppose t h a t ( 2 . 4 . 1 ) ho lds and x e ^^ . 
Then fo r every n , i we have 
m k neL 
^m k n e L 
< oo, 
and hence 5^ x ^ m((t)) . 
Th is comple tes the proof of Theorem 2 .1 
: 28 : 
THcOREM 2 . 2 . L e t 0 < p^ ^ H fo r every k. Then 
^ G ( C Q ( P , S ) ,m((j))) if and only i f ( 2 . 4 . 3 ) h o l d s . 
( 2 . 4 . 3 ) There e x i s t s a c o n s t a n t N > 1, such t h a t 
- 1 / p ^ s/p,^ 
sup X- E I E a ^ ^ ( i ) | N k < « . 
m ,L , i ^m k neL ^^ 
PROOF. NECESSITY. Suppose j < e ( c ^ ( p , s) ,tn((l))) and 




is a continuous linear functional on c (p,s)« Therefore for 
S> 0 and K > 0, by uniform boundedness principle, we have 
(2.4.4) sup 
m ,L,i ^m 
^ ^ a.i,(i) X. I < K 
k ns-L 'nk k' -
for each xec^(p,s) with g( x) <, C , where g( x) is defined 




sgn( E a .(i)), 1 1 k £ k^ ; 
n^L ""^  ° 
0 , k > k^  . 
: 29 
Then g( x) <. S , and hence by (2.4.4), we have 
^m k=l neL 
Therefore, the necessity of (2.4,3) follows immediately on 
-M 
taking N = S 
SUFFICIENCY. Suppose that the condition 
(2.4.3) holds and xecQ(p,s). Then, by (2.3.5), (Ax)^^ 
exists and also there is a constant M, such that 
s/p,^  -l/Pl^ 
(2.4.5) k I x,^ | 1 N M, 
for all ke Z . 
Now, 
sup ^ |E( E a„ji))xj 
s/p 
^^p, r ; ^i\- °nk^-'-k 
m,L,i ^ m k neL 
m,L,i ^m k neL 
k 
s/Pj^  -1/p,^ 
< sup, ^ E I E a^^(i)| k N 
m,L, 1 ^ m k neL 
< CO, 
: ,30 : 
by ( 2 . 4 . 3 ) and ( 2 . 4 . 5 ) . Hence x ^ ( C Q ( P , s) ,m((t))) . 
Th is comple tes the proof of Theorem 2 . 2 . 
+ 
THEOREM 2 . 3 . L e t p,^ > 0 , f o r a l l k G 2 . Then 
AGiJ^ (p , s ) ,m(4) ) ) if and only i f ( 2 . 4 . 6 ) h o l d s . 
( 2 . 4 . 6 ) For eve ry i n t e g e r N > 1, 
=7. r V \ 'nk'l'lN 
m , L , i ^m k neL 
1/Pk s /p^ 
PROOF. NECESSITY. Suppose M e( ^  ( P,s) ,m((t))) and 
s / p . 1/pj^ 
( 2 . 4 . 6 ) i s f a l s e . Then the m a t r i x (& = (a^,^( i) k N ) 
^ ( - £ ,m(({))). Hence t h e r e e x i s t s x e-^^ such t h a t 
<fex ^ m((t)) , t h a t i s 
s / p^ 1/p^ 
( 2 . 4 . 7 ) sup | - U ( E a^k^^^^*^ ^ ^k' ^ "'* 
m , L , i ^m k neL 
However, i f v.e d e f i n e a sequence y = (y^^) by 
1/Pk s /p^ 
y^ = N k x,^, fo r a l l kG Z , 
then y e -^  ( p . 5 ) , bu t Ay = ( f ex^ m((t)) , which i s a c o n t r a d i c t i o n 
00 7 
Hence ( 2 . 4 . 6 ) i s n e c e s s a r y . 
: 31 : 
SUFFICIENCY. Suppose that (2.4.6) holds and xG.lip,s) 
CO 
- s / p . p. 
Choose N > max ( 1 , sup k I x. | ^) and us ing ( 2 . 4 . 6 ) . , then 
k ^ 
for every n, i 
^m K neL 
< i - E| Z a . ( i ) | N k 
^m k neL ^^ 
and hence Ax € . fn((j)) . 
Th i s comple tes the proof of Theorem 2 . 3 . 
Tt-EOREM 2 . 4 . L e t 1 < p,^ <. H = sup p,^ < ~, f o r a l l 
k e Z^ . Then ^ e ( i ( p , s ) ,m((l))) if and only if ( 2 . 4 . 8 ) h o l d s . 
( 2 . 4 . 8 ) There e x i s t s an i n t e g e r N > 1, such t h a t 
\ -% s (q ,^- l ) 
m,U, 1 k ^m neL 
PROOF . NECESSITY . Suppose t h a t JA: ^ ( •£( p , s) ,m(({))) and 
x e - ^ ( p » s ) . Using the s i m i l a r argument as in Theorem 2 .2 fo r a 
sequence x = ( Xi.) » d e f i n e d by 
: 32 
g ( sgn E a ^ j ^ ( i ) | x - E a ( i ) | N k M , 
„ _j neL ^m neL 
k ) ( 1 < k < k ^ ) ; 
+ 
0 , k > k^; k ^ e 2 , 
where 
•^ o ^k ~^k ^/Pk 
"^ = ,S ' r L 'nk(i)l N k . 
k=l ^m neL 
n e c e s s i t y of ( 2 . 4 . 8 ) i s immedia te ly fo l lowed 
SUFFICIENCY. Suppose t h a t ( 2 . 4 . 8 ) ho lds fo r x 6 ^ ( p , s ) 
i + 
By ( 2 . 3 . 7 ) , (Ax) e x i s t s f o r each x e - £ ( p , s ) and n^-Z , u n i -
formly in i . T h e r e f o r e , by Theorem 1 .5 .4 we have 
^ra k neL 
, I^k - q . s ( q . - l ) Pk "^ 
< ^^l \ r ^ ^nk^i^l N '^  k '^  +E|x , | k ] 
k ^m HGL k 
t a k i n g the sup over m , L , i and us ing ( 2 . 4 . 8 ) for x ^ - ^ ( p j s ) , 
we g e t J 4 x ^ m(({)) . 
This comple tes the proof of Theorem 2 . 4 . 
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MATRIX SEQUENCES ON CERTAIN GENERALIZED SEQUENCE SPACES-II 
3 . 1 . DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS: 
A l l the d e f i n i t i o n s and n o t a t i o n s e x c e p t those given 
here are the same as g i v e n in the p r e c e d i n g c h a p t e r s . 
For a sequence p = ( p . ) wi th P|^  > 0 , Solak [64 ] 
de f ined the space bs (p ) as f o l l o w s : 
bs(p) : = ^ X 
k ^k 
sup 1 E X 1 < CO 
k n=0 " 
In [ 8 ] , the space ^ ( p ) was ex tended to -^Cpts) 
fo r s 2 0» t h a t i s 
- s ^k 
^ ( p , s ) : ='^ X : E k | x,^| < « >. 
Here , we ex tend the space b s ( p ) to b s ( p , s ) , f o r 
s 2, 0» ^^'^ d e f i n e : 
bs( p , s ) : = ^ x : sup k 
- s k Pk 
I E X I < « 
n=0 " 
: 34 : 
By s= (S|^) we denote the sequence of p a r t i a l sums of 
the s e r i e s Z x^ . Thus, i t i s c l e a r t h a t s e ^ ( o r c) when-
ever the s e r i e s x e b s ( o r cs) . 
3 . 2 . INTRODUCTION ; 
The main o b j e c t of the p r e s e n t c h a p t e r conce rns wi th 
newly de f ined space b s ( p , s ) ; s 2 0 . We de te rmine the necessa ry 
and s u f f i c i e n t c o n d i t i o n s on the m a t r i x sequence j/^= (A.) in 
o r d e r tha t iAe(X,Y) , where X = £ ( p , s ) , b s ( p , s ) and 
oo 
Y = i, , c,bs and cs. These results are contained in section 
OO 
3.4 and 3 . 5 , and are more gene ra l than those of L a s c a r i d e s and 
Maddox [ 2 1 ] , Bafar and ^o lak [ 7 j , Nanda [42 ] and Solak [ 6 4 ] . 
3 . 3 . Here we s t a t e the fo l l owing r e s u l t s which w i l l be 
used in the proof of our t heo rems . 
LEMMA 3 . 1 . ( S t i e g l i t z [ 6 6 ] , Fo lgerung 1 ) : 
Given (fe = ( B . ) , the fo l lowing t h r e e s t a t e m e n t s are 
e q u i v a l e n t , 
( 3 . 3 . 1 ) A x e x i s t s for a l l xg.-£ ; 
OO 
( 3 . 3 . 2 ) (5 X e x i s t s f o r a l l x ^ c ^ ; 
( 3 . 3 . 3 ) Z | b ^ j ^ ( i ) l < CO, ( n , i ) . 
: 35 : 
LEKWIA 3 . 2 . (Ba^ar and ^o lak [ 7 ] ) : 
J 4 ' € ( - ^ ^ , ' C ) i f and only i f ( 3 . 3 . 4 ) , ( 3 . 3 . 5 ) , ( 3 . 3 . 6 ) hold, 
( 3 . 3 . 4 ) sup E 1 a^. ( i ) i < «,, 
n , i k ^^ 
A ( 3 . 3 . 5 ) c - l i m a . ( i ) = a . , un i fo rmly in i , fo r each k, 
( 3 . 3 . 6 ) l im E - ~ | E a„ . . ( i ) - aJ = 0 , un i fo rmly in n , i . 
q k ^^^ m=0 ^-^^'^ ^ 
3 . 4 . MATRIX SEQUENCES FROM - ^ ( p , s ) INTO Jl^,c,bs AND c s : 
THEOREM 3 . 1 . ^QilJpfS) ^ij i f and only i f ( 3 . 4 . 1 ) h o l d s . 
( 3 . 4 . 1 ) For eve ry i n t e g e r N > 1, 
s/p,^ l /p,^ 
U(N) = sup E 1 a „ . ( i ) | k N < « . 
n , i k ^^ 
PROOF. NECESSITY. Suppose t h a t ^ ^ ( J ^ ( p , s) , ^ ) . I f 
the c o n d i t i o n ( 3 . 4 . 1 ) i s no t t r u e , then t h e r e e x i s t s an i n t e g e r 
N > 1 , such t h a t D(N) = oo. Then, by Lemma 3 . 1 , the m a t r i x 
/ I / n 
sequence (B = (^nk^^^ ^ ^ ^nk^ ^^  k '^  N '"^  ) ^ ( 4 o ' 0 ^ ° ^ °^"^ ® 
i n t e g e r N > 1 . So, t h e r e e x i s t s x^Jc such t h a t 
Now, y = (y|^) = (N '^  k '^ '^  x ^ ) ^ £ ^ ( p , s ) , but S^y =^ x^l^. 
: 36 : 
which c o n t r a d i c t s the f a c t t h a t ^ ^ ( - ^ ^ l p , s ) , £ ) . Hence ( 3 . 4 . 1 ) 
i s n e c e s s a r y . 
SUFFICIENCY. L e t the c o n d i t i o n ( 3 . 4 . 1 ) ho lds and 
/] —s/p, p, 
x ^ £ ( p , s ) . I f we choose an i n t e g e r N > max ( 1 , sup k I x. | ) 
k ^ 
then fo r every n , i , 
^ s /p^ 1/pj^ 
| ( A x ) ^ | < E l a ^ ^ ( i ) | k N 
< D(N), 
t h e r e f o r e M ^ ( ^ ( p , s ) , ^ ) . 
Th i s comple te s the proof of Theorem 3 . 1 . 
THEOREM 3 . 2 . (a ) AG.{ ^ ( p , s ) , ' c ) i f and only i f ( 3 . 4 . 1 ) , 
• " " " • - 111 • - • • . ! I • • O O 
( 3 . 4 . 2 ) , ( 3 . 4 . 3 ) h o l d . 
( 3 , 4 . 2 ) c - l i m a ],( i ) = a|^, un i formly in i , f o r each k, 
( 3 . 4 . 3 ) l im E - ~ - | E a . ( i ) - a . | = 0 , un i fo rmly in n , i . 
7 «^^1 \% "^ •"•''' 
(b) J\^{ i {p,s) ,c) i f and on ly i f ( 3 . 4 . 1 ) ho ld s and 
OO O 
(3.4.2), (3.4.3) also hold with au = 0, for each k. 
: 37 
PROOF, (a ) N£Gi£SSITY. L e t J 4 ^ ( - ^ ( p , s) , c ) . 
oo 
Since ( ^ J p , s ) , c ) C l ( i j p , s ) , - ^ J , the c o n d i t i o n ( 3 . 4 . 1 ) must 
( k ) 
ho ld . The n e c e s s i t y of ( 3 . 4 . 2 ) i s o b t a i n e d by t ak ing x = e , 
(k) , 
s ince e ^ J4O ( P » S ) . I f ( 3 . 4 . 3 ) i s no t t r u e , then by 
s / p ^ 1/Pk 
Lemma 3 . 2 , the m a t r i x sequence (fe = ( a . ( i ) k N )6fc(-t^,c) 
for some i n t e g e r N > 1 . So t h e r e e x i s t s x ^ li such t h a t 
s / p . i / P t . 
( f e x ^ ' c . Le t us take y = (k N Xj^ ) , then y^ -^_^(p , s ) , 
bu t 5A'y=(£)X 5 ^ ^ , which c o n t r a d i c t s the f a c t t h a t ^ ^ ( - ^ ( p , s) ,c) 
Hence ( 3 . 4 . 3 ) i s t r u e . 
SUFFICIENCY. Suppose t h a t the c o n d i t i o n s ( 3 . 4 . 1 ) , 
( 3 . 4 . 2 ) , ( 3 . 4 . 3 ) hold and x e - ^ ( p , s ) . Since x e X ( p , s ) 
OO CO ~ 
and the series E aj^  converges absolutely, E st.x. also 
converges absolutely, say to the value !L . By using similar 
technique as in [ 7 ] , we get by (3.4.3), 
q ^ m=0 q ' 
i , I (^ n+m,k^ i^  - ^ k^ k^l 1 i^"^  I q+1 » 
m=0 k * q K ^ 
m=0 ' q K 
_ n+m,K K 
m=0 
: 38 : 
un i fo rmly in n , i . 
Th i s means t h a t c - l i m ^x = -£ , un i formly in i , 
and henceAsii ( p , s ) , c ) . 
oo 
Proof of (b) f o l l ows from (a) by t ak ing a. = 0 , 
for each k« 
This comple tes the proof of Theorem 3 . 2 . 
THEOREM 3 . 3 . . A ^ ( l ( p . s ) .bs ) i f and only if ( 3 . 4 . 4 ) 
h o l d s . 
( 3 . 4 . 4 ) For eve ry i n t e g e r N > 1, 
n ^/Pk ^ /Pk 
sup Z 1 E am, ( i ) \ ^ N < « . 
n , i k j=0 J*^  
PROOF. Let x^Jijp.s) . Consider the following 
n i 
equality obtained from the m-th partial sums of E (Ax). ; 
j=0 ^ 
n m m n 
(3.4.5) Z E a^tCi) H = ^ ^ ^ aiv-^ i))'«v? m,n,i =0,1 j=0 k=0 J'^  "^  k=0 j=0 J*^  ^ 
We get, by letting m > » in (3.4.5) that 
n n 
(3.4.6) E E a..(i)x. = E ( E a .. ( i)) x. ; n, i = 0,1, ... . 
j=0 k J*^  '^  k j=0 J*^  ^ 
: 39 : 
Thus, it is seen in (3.4.6) that (fe = ( b^. ( i) )e( i ( p, s) , £ ) , 
where 
n 
b_,,(i) = I aik(i). 
for all n,k and i. Therefore (feG( -C (p ,s) ,-^  ) if and only if 
OO ~ OO 
M-e(i . (p,s) ,bs) . 
OO * 
This comple tes the proof of Theorem 3 . 3 . 
THEOREM 3 . 4 . ( a ) ^ ^iijipfs) ,^05) i f and only i f 
( 3 . 4 . 4 ) , ( 3 . 4 . 7 ) and ( 3 . 4 . 8 ) h o l d . 
( 3 . 4 . 7 ) c - l i m E ^ik^^^ ~ ^k ' un i fo rmly in i , f o r each k, 
j=0 ^ 
, q n+m 
( 3 . 4 . 8 ) l im E -jj | E E a . . ( i ) - a . | = 0 , un i fo rmly in n , i . 
q k ^^^ m=0 j=0 ^^ ^ 
(b) M-^( 4 ,^P»s) ,c'^s) i f and on ly i f ( 3 . 4 . 4 ) h o l d s 
and ( 3 . 4 . 7 ) , ( 3 . 4 . 8 ) a l s o hold wi th a,^  = 0 , fo r each k. 
PROOF (a) . NECESSITY- Le t 5^ ^ ( ^ ( p , s ) ,c^s) and 
x e . £ ( p , s ) . The n e c e s s i t y of ( 3 . 4 . 7 ) i s proved by t a k i n g 
" ( k ) 
X = e . Now, r e c o n s i d e r the e q u a l i t y ( 3 . 4 . 6 ) . I t i s seen 
by p a s s i n g c - l i m i t in ( 3 . 4 . 6 ) t h a t (fe = ( b^. ( i ) ) ^ ( £ ( p , s) ,c) , 
where 
: 40 : 
n 
b _ ^ ( i ) = Z a . . ( i ) , fo r a l l n , k and i . 
T h e r e f o r e , (^ = (b^ j^( i ) ) s a t i s f i e s ( 3 . 4 . 1 ) , ( 3 . 4 . 3 ) and these 
a re e q u i v a l e n t to ( 3 . 4 . 4 ) , ( 3 . 4 . 8 ) r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
SUFFICIENCY. Suppose the c o n d i t i o n s ( 3 . 4 . 4 ) , ( 3 . 4 . 7 ) , 
( 3 . 4 . 8 ) hold and X G £ ( p , s ) . Aga i n , c o n s i d e r 
(B = ( S a . . ( i ) ) 
j=0 ^^ 
in ( 3 . 4 . 6 ) . T h e r e f o r e , i t f o l l o w s immediate ly t h a t 
"<B = ( b , ( i ) ) s a t i s f i e s ( 3 . 4 . 1 ) , ( 3 . 4 . 2 ) and ( 3 . 4 . 3 ) i f and 
n K 
only if 54= (a i , ( i ) ) s a t i s f i e s ( 3 . 4 . 4 ) , ( 3 . 4 . 7 ) and ( 3 .4 .8 ) , 
n K 
r e s p e c t i v e l y " . Hence (fe,^(^ ( p , s ) , c ) and t h i s y i e l d s , by 
oo 
p a s s i n g c - l i m i t in ( 3 . 4 . 6 ) , t h a t x ^ c s . Then,5A-^(-^ (p»s) , ' c s ) 
Proof of (b) f o l l o w s from (a ) by t ak ing aj^  = 0 , 
fo r each k. 
This comple tes the proof of Theorem 3 . 4 . 
: 41 : 
3 . 5 . MATRIX SEQUENCES FROM b s ( p , s ) INTO i ,"0,65 AND ^s • 
THEOREM 3 , 5 . 5 \ e ( bsC p , s ) , 1 ) i f and only if ( 3 . 5 . 1 ) 
• ' " • 0 0 
and ( 3 . 5 . 2 ) h o l d . 
( 3 . 5 . 1 ) For every i n t e g e r N > 1, 
s / p ^ 1/Pk 
sup E I / : ^ a „ ^ ( i ) I k N < « , 
n , i k ^^ 
( 3 . 5 . 2 ) l im a „ ^ ( i ) = 0 , f o r each n , i . 
k "'^ 
VJhe re 
PROOF. NECESSITY. Le t A^" ^ ( bs( p , s) , i ) and x e b s ( p , s ) . 
To show the n e c e s s i t y of ( 3 . 5 . 2 ) , we assume t h a t ( 3 . 5 . 2 ) i s 
n o t t r u e f o r some n , i and o b t a i n a c o n t r a d i c t i o n as i n 
Theorem 2 . 1 of [47 ] . Indeed , under t h i s assumpt ion we can 
f ind some x ^ b s ( p , s ) such t h a t A-x ^Jl^ . For example , i f 
n 
we choose x = ( ( - 1 ) ) ^ b s ( p , s ) , then 
(Ax)n =1 a^^(i) (-1) . 
However, the s e r i e s 
: 42 : 
I a„,(i) (-1)' 
does not converge for each n , i . That i s to say t h a t 5A--trans-
n 
form of the s e r i e s £ ( - l ) which belongs to bs (p , s ) does not 
even e x i s t . But t h i s c o n t r a d i c t s the f ac t thatjiA-e( bs( p, s) ,J^  ) . 
oo 
Hence, (3 .5 .2 ) i s necessary . 
Let us consider the equa l i t y 
m m-1 
^^•^•3> k^ =o ^^^^^^""^ ^ k^=o^'"k^^> ^ k ^ ^ i ^ V " " ' " ' i = 0 , 1 , . . 
obtained by applying Abel ' s p a r t i a l summation to the m-th 
p a r t i a l sums of s^x. By l e t t i n g m > » in (3 .5 .3 ) and 
from ( 3 . 5 . 2 ) , we have 
(3 .5 .4 ) E ^nk^^^ = ^ ^ ^ n k ^ ^ ^ ® k ' "»^ = 0 , 1 , 
K K 
Thus, i t i s seen t h a t C = ( c^^( i ) ) e ( 4.(P»s) ,4 ,^ » nk' 
where c ^( i) = Z \ a A i) t for a l l n,k and i . Therefore 
C = (c .^(i)) s a t i s f i e s (3 .4 .1 ) which i s equ iva len t to (3 .5 .1) 
'nk 
SUFFICIENCY. Suppose that the conditions (3,5.1), 
(3.5.2) hold and xebs(p,s). Now, reconsider C = ( c . ( i)) 
n K 
: 43 : 
in ( 3 . 5 . 4 ) . The re fo re " C = ( c^ , ^ ( i ) ) s a t i s f i e s ( 3 . 4 . 1 ) i f 
and on ly i f ^^ = (^nk^^^^ s a t i s f i e s ( 3 . 5 . 1 ) " i s t r u e . So, 
C e ( ^ ( P , s ) , ^ ) . Th i s imp l i e s by ( 3 . 5 . 4 ) thatyte:( bs( p , s) , j^ ) , 
This comple tes the proof of Theorem 3 . 5 . 
THEOREM 3.6 ( a) J ^ G ( b s ( p , s) ,c) i f and on ly i f ( 3 . 5 . 1 ) , 
( 3 . 5 . 2 ) , ( 3 . 5 . 5 ) and ( 3 . 5 . 6 ) h o l d . 
( 3 . 5 . 5 ) c - l i m 9^1,(1) = ^uf un i fo rmly in i , f o r each k, 
( 3 . 5 . 6 ) l im E -XT I ^- ^^^n-^^ 1,^  i ) - ^1.) 1 = <^ » un i formly in 
q k '^'^^ j=0 ^'^^'^ ^ n , i . 
( b ) ^ e ( b s ( p , s ) , c ^ ) i f and on ly i f ( 3 . 5 . 1 ) , ( 3 . 5 . 2 ) 
hold and ( 3 . 5 . 5 ) , ( 3 . 5 . 6 ) a l so hold wi th a. = 0 , f o r each k, 
PROOF ( a ) . NECESSITY. Suppose .54-^( bs( p , s) ,^) . 
Since ( bs( p , s) , c ) c i ( bs( p , s) , £ ) , the n e c e s s i t i e s of ( 3 . 5 . 1 ) 
00 
and ( 3 . 5 . 2 ) are o b v i o u s . The n e c e s s i t y of ( 3 . 5 . 5 ) i s e a s i l y 
proved in the same way as was ( 3 . 4 . 2 ) , wi th b s ( p , s ) i n s t e a d of 
i j p » s ) . 
Now, r e c o n s i d e r the e q u a l i t y ( 3 . 5 . 4 ) . I t i s seen by 
0 0 
: 44 : 
p a s s i n g to c - l i m i t in ( 3 . 5 . 4 ) t h a t (fe = ( b Ai))^{Ji ( p , s ) ,'c) , 
nK oo "^  
where b^|^( i) ^ ' ' ^ ^ n k ^ ^ ^ ^^^ ^^^ " ' ^ ^"^ ^* Theref o re 
<b= ( b , ( i ) ) s a t i s f i e s ( 3 . 4 . 3 ) which i s e q u i v a l e n t to ( 3 . 5 . 6 ) . 
nK ^ 
SUFFICIENCY. Suppose the cond i t ions ( 3 . 5 . 1 ) , ( 3 . 5 . 2 ) , 
( 3 . 5 . 5 ) , (3 .5 .6 ) hold and x G b s ( p , s ) . Let us recons ider 
(^= {Z\a^^{i)) i s ( 3 . 5 . 4 ) . Therefore " ( f e = ( b ^ ^ ( i ) ) s a t i s f i e s 
( 3 . 4 . 1 ) , (3 .4 .2 ) and (3 .4 .3 ) if and only if yV = (^^k^i^) 
s a t i s f i e s ( 3 . 5 . 1 ) , ( 3 . 5 . 2 ) , (3 .5 .5 ) and (3 .5 .6 ) r e s p e c t i v e l y " 
i s t r u e . Hence, (B€.(^ (p»s ) , c ) and t h i s y i e ld s by passing 
c - l i m i t in (3 .5 .4 ) t h a t j A x ^ c . This a s s e r t s t h a t every 
element of bs(p ,s ) i s almost ^-summable , t h a t i s ^ ^ ( bs( p , s) ,c). 
Proof of (b) follows from (a) by taking a> = 0 , for 
each k. 
This completes the proof Theorem 3 .6 . 
THEOREM 3 . 7 . ^ e ( b s ( p , s ) , b s ) i f and only if (3 .5 .2) 
and (3 .5 .7 ) hold. 
(3 .5 .7 ) For every in t ege r N > 1, 
^/Pk ^/Pk 
sup E ( E Z \ a . . ( i ) Ik N < « . 
n , i k j=0 J*^  
: 45 : 
PROOF. NECESSITY. LetsA e ( b s ( p , s) ,bs ) and x e . b s ( p , s ) . 
Since ( b s ( p , s ) ,bs ) C 2 ( bs( p , s ) , i . ) , the n e c e s s i t y of ( 3 . 5 . 2 ) 
QO 
i s o b v i o u s , by Theorem 3 , 5 . 
Now, c o n s i d e r the e q u a l i t y which i s o b t a i n e d in a 
s i m i l a r way of ( 3 . 5 . 3 ) ; 
n m m-1 n n 
( 3 . 5 . 8 ) I Z a . . ( i ) x. = E ( E Z i a ( i ) ) s . + E a ( i ) s ; 
j=0 k=0 ^^ ^ k=0 j=0 ^^ '^  j=o J'" ^ 
mf n , i = 0 , 1 , 
T h e r e f o r e , we g e t , by c o n s i d e r i n g ( 3 . 5 . 2 ) and l e t t i n g m > » 
in ( 3 . 5 . 8 ) , 
n n 
( 3 . 5 . 9 ) Z Z a ^u ( i ) x. = E ( E . t ^ a .. ( i ) ) s. v n , i = 0 , 1 
j=0 k J*^  '^  k j=0 J"^  ^ 
Thus, i t i s seen t h a t (fe = ( b^. ( i ) ) ^ ( £ ( p , s) , i , ) , 
r i K oo CO 
where 
n 
b„K.(i) = E ^A a .1 , (1 ) , for a l l n ,k and i . 
nic j ^ j K 
3 o , ( ^ = (b^]^( i ) ) s a t i s f i e s ( 3 . 4 . 1 ) which i s e q u i v a l e n t to 
( 3 . 5 . 7 ) . 
The s u f f i c i e n c y i s t r i v i a l . 
This comple tes the proof of Theorem 3 . 7 . 
: 46 : 
THEOREM 3.8«( a) ^ G ( bs( p,s) ,cs) if and only if 
(3.5.2), (3.5.7), (3.5.10) and (3.5.11) hold. 
A " 
( 3 . 5 . 1 0 ) c - l i m i; 3.j^(i) = a^ un i fo rmly in i , fo r each k, 
j=0 -^  
1 q "+J 
( 3 . 5 . 1 1 ) l im E - ~ I E E . ^ ( a u( i ) - a . ) | = 0 , uni formly 
q k "^^ -^  j=0 m=0 "^^ ^ 
in n , i . 
(b) s 4 e ( b s ( p , s ) , ^ Q S ) if and on ly i f ( 3 . 5 . 2 ) , ( 3 . 5 . 7 ) 
hold and ( 3 . 5 . 1 0 ) , ( 3 . 5 . 1 1 ) a l s o hold wi th a^ = 0 , f o r each k. 
PROOF ( a) . NECESSITY. Le t j ^ 6 : ( b s ( p , s ) , c s ) and 
x e b s ( p , s ) . S ince ( bs( p , s ) , c s ) C l ( bs( p , s ) ,bs ) , the n e c e s s i t i e s 
of ( 3 . 5 . 2 ) , ( 3 . 5 . 7 ) a r e obvious by Theorem 3 . 7 . The n e c e s s i t y 
of ( 3 . 5 . 1 0 ) i s proved by the ana logous argument of ( 3 . 5 . 5 ) . 
Now, r e c o n s i d e r the e q u a l i t y ( 3 , 5 . 9 ) . I t i s seen by 
p a s s i n g c - l i m i t in ( 3 . 5 . 9 ) that(fe= ( b „ ^ ( i ) ) ^ ( ^ ( p , s ) , c ) , where 
n ic oo 
n ^ 
b „ . ( i ) = £ Z \ a . . ( i ) f o r a l l n ,k and i . 
nk j ^ JK 
So, (fe> = ( b . ( i ) ) s a t i s f i e s ( 3 . 5 . 2 ) which i s e q u i v a l e n t to 
i i K 
( 3 . 5 . 1 1 ) . 
The sufficiency and the proof of (b) is obvious. 
T h i c r o m r > 1 o + o c + h o in-rr>n-f ri-f T h o n - r o m "5 _ R . 
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MATRIX SEQUENCES ON ^(p,s) 
4.1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS; 
In addition to the definitions and notations given in 
the preceding chapters we shall follow the following: 
Bulut and (Jakar [ 8 ], introduced the space i(p,s) by 
^(P,s) : = 
-s 
X : E k |x, I 
k ^ 
s 2 0 
They a l s o c h a r a c t e r i z e d the K o t h e - T o e p l i t z dua l of 
- ^ ( p , s ) , denoted by jt ( p , s ) and d e f i n e d as 
• ^ ( p . s ) = < 
m ( p , s ) , 0 < p . <, 1 , 
_ E ( p , s ) , 1 < P)^  < « ; 
wnere 
and 
E ( p , s ) : 
m ( p , s ) : = < a : sup k a^ l < « , s > 1 
k "^  }* 
s ( q . - l ) - q ^ / p , 
a : E k 
k 
N I aj^ l < « , s > 0 , fo r some 
i n t e g e r N > 1 
: 48 : 
with - — + - - = 1. 
Obviously, the sequence space 
^(p) : = S lx.| 
k ^ 
which has been i n v e s t i g a t e d by s e v e r a l a u t h o r s [ 2 1 , 2 6 , 2 8 , 6 0 ] , 
i s a s p e c i a l case of ^ ( p , s ) which c o r r e s p o n d s to s = 0 and 
^ ( p , s ) Z 3 ^ ( p ) . 
4 . 2 . INTRODUCTION: 
The main o b j e c t of the p r e s e n t c h a p t e r i s to de te rmine 
the n e c e s s a r y and s u f f i c i e n t c o n d i t i o n s on the m a t r i x sequence 
J A - = ( A . ) such thatsAe{X,Y) , where X = ^ ( p , s ) and Y = JL , c , 
b s , c s and cs r e s p e c t i v e l y . These r e s u l t s are c o n t a i n e d in 
s e c t i o n 4 . 4 and are more gene ra l t han those of Bu lu t and ^akar 
[8 ] , Basar [ 6 ] and Khan [17 ] , 
4 . 3 . Here we s t a t e the f o l l o w i n g r e s u l t s which w i l l be 
used in the proof of our theo rems . 
The Lemma 4 . 1 g iven below can be o b t a i n e d from Theorem 4 
of Savas [ ^^J wi th M" = ( A „ ) . 
n' 
: 49 : 
i i n 
LEMMA 4 . 1 . Given A = (A^) w i t h A^ = ( a ,^ ( i ) ) . 
Then J 4 : G ( ^ ( P , S ) , c ) i f and only if ^G{-l{PfS) ,1) and 
n 
( 4 . 3 . 1 ) l im a ( i ) = a^ un i fo rmly in n , i for each k. 
LEMMA 4 . 2 . Given an i n f i n i t e s e r i e s E Xpj wi th 
k 
k^ = L. n^ ^ °^ o^ = 0^ "^"^  '^ k = «k-^k-l ^°^ ^ ^ ^^ 
n ^ 
Then the t r a n s f o r m a t i o n g : X > Y def ined by g( x) = s, 
i s a l i n e a r isomorphism; where X = b s , c s and cs and 
Y = ^ , c and c , r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
4 . 4 . MATRIX SEQUENCES FROM ^ ( p , s ) INTO I , c ' , b s , ? s 
AND c s : 
THEOREM 4.1. ^^(£(p,s),X) if and only if (4.4.1), 
(4.4.2) hold. 
Pk ^ 
(4.4.1) sup |a„,(i)l k < «, (0<p. i D , 
n,k,i ^^ ^ 
( 4 . 4 , 2 ) t he re e x i s t s an i n t e g e r N > 1 , such t h a t 
% -% s (q ,^- l ) 
sup L | a . ( i ) | N k < CO, (l<p.<oo; i - + i - = i ) . 
n , i k "'^ *^  Pk ^k 
: 50 : 
PROOF. This follows from the fact that ^ e(^(p,s) ,^ ) 
if and only if the sequence of functional I f A defined on 
UpfS) by 
f^ (^x) =E a^kd) k^* n»i=0,l 
+ 
is bounded in the space -^(P,s). 
In the special case ^ t = A, Theorem 4.1 corresponds to 
Theorem 3 of Bulut and gakar [ 8 ]. 
THEOREM 4.2. Ae(-^( P, s) ,c^ ) if and only if (4.4.1), 
(4.4.2) and (4.4.3) hold. 
(4.4.3) c - lim a j^( i) = a., uniformly in i, for each k. 
PROOF. NECESSITY. Let j4-e(^( P, s) ,c) . Since cCii , 
the necessities of (4.4.1), (4.4.2) are obvious. The necessity 
of (4.4.3) is immediately obtained by putting x = e , since 
the image of ^(p,s) under the method ^ is c. 
SUFFICIENCY. Suppose the conditions (4.4.1), (4.4.2), 
(4.4.3) hold and x^^(p,s). We now define the double sequence 
i 
(fe> = (B ) of infinite matrices such that 
: 51 : 
, n i i 
L e t S = —TT 2 S , where S deno te s the composi t ion 
n n+1 i ^ 
of t he s h i f t o p e r a t o r w i th i t s e l f i t i m e s . Then,<fe s a t i s f i e s 
i 
the c o n d i t i o n s of Lemma 4 . 1 and thus lira (Bx) e x i s t s , u n i -
formly in n . i ; s i n c e (Bx)^ = S (Ax)„ . This means t h a t 
' ' ' nq q n 
54e( -£ (p , s ) ,"0) and t h i s comple tes the p roof . 
In the s p e c i a l case jnr= A, Theorem 4 . 2 c o r r e s p o n d s to 
Theorem 1 of Khan [ 1 7 ] , 
THEOREM 4.3« jA-g-C-^P.s) , b s ) i f and only i f ( 4 . 4 . 4 ) , 
( 4 . 4 . 5 ) h o l d . 
Pi s n ^k 
( 4 . 4 . 4 ) sup I E ^ i i c^ i ) ! ^ < « , (0 < p ^ l 1 ) , 
n , k , i j=0 -^ 
( 4 . 4 . 5 ) t h e r e e x i s t s an i n t e g e r N > 1 , such t h a t 
n ^k - ^ k ^ (^k-^ ) 
sup J: I Z a- iu( i ) l N 
n , i k j=0 -^ 
(1 < Pj, < « ; ^ + ~ = 1) . 
^ Pk ^k 
PROOF. Let^^(i(p,s) ,bs) and xe-C(p,s). Consider 
the following equality obtained from the n,mth partial sums of 
: 52 : 
( A x ) j : 
n m m n 
Z Z a . . ( i ) X. = E Z a . . ( i ) x . ; n , m , i = 0 , 1 , . . . 
j=0 k=0 J*^  ^ k=0 j=0 -' ^ 
which y i e l d s by l e t t i n g m > » t h a t 
n n 
Z Z a . . ( i ) X,. = E Z a , . ( i ) x . ; n , i = 0 , 1 , 
j=0 k J*^  '^  k j=0 •^^  ^ 
I t i s then e v i d e n t t h a t by Lemma 4 . 2 f o r a l l x ^ • ^ ( p , s ) t h a t 
JA-X e bs if and on ly i f fe x e: i . , where (fe> = ( B J wi th 
oo X 
n 
^ i ~ ^'^nk^^^^ ^^^^ ^'^^^ '^ nk^ ^^  ~ ^ ^ik^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^'"^ 
j=0 
and i . T h e r e f o r e , we o b t a i n the proof by the e q u i v a l e n c e of 
the methods j 4 and (B . 
In the s p e c i a l case JA-= A, we have by Theorem 4 . 3 . 
THEOREM 4 . 4 . A ^ ( £ ( p , s ) ,bs ) i f and only i f ( 4 . 4 . 6 ) , 
( 4 . 4 . 7 ) h o l d . 
p, s n ^k 
( 4 . 4 . 6 ) sup 1 E a .^l k < « , (O < p. < l ) , 
n , k j=0 J ' ' '^  
( 4 . 4 . 7 ) t h e r e e x i s t s an i n t e g e r N > 1 , such t h a t 
n ^k ~^k s (q ,^- l ) 
sup Z \ Z a . . I N k < oo, (0<p. <oo; i - + i - = i ) 
n k j=0 J'^ ^ Pk ^k 
: 53 : 
THEOREM 4.5. g4g(:£(p.s) .cs) if and only if (4.4.4), 
(4.4.5), (4.4.8) hold. 
A n (4.4.8) c - lim E a.,(i) = ai,, uniformly in i, for each k. 
j=0 ^^ ^ 
PROOF. This is easily obtained by the similar kind of 
A A « 
argument t h a t of Theorem 4 . 3 wi th c s , c i n s t e a d of b s , H . 
In the s p e c i a l case ^ = A, we have by Theorem 4 . 5 . 
THEOREM 4 . 6 . A ^ ( ^ ( p , s ) , c s ) i f and only if ( 4 . 4 . 6 ) , 
( 4 . 4 . 7 ) , ( 4 . 4 . 9 ) h o l d . 
( 4 . 4 . 9 ) c - l im E a.j^ = aj^, f o r each k. 
j=0 -J 
THEOREM 4.7. ^ e(^(p,s),cs) if and only if (4.4.4), 
(4.4.5), (4.4.10) hold. 
n 
( 4 . 4 . 1 0 ) l im E a ^ ^ ( i ) = a . , un i fo rmly in i , f o r each k. 
j=0 ^^ ^ 
PROOF. This i s e a s i l y o b t a i n e d by the s i m i l a r kind of 
argument t h a t of Theorem 2 . 3 w i th c s , c i n s t e a d of b s , -^ 
oo 
In s p e c i a l ca se V?T = A, we have by Theorem 4 . 7 . 
: 54 : 
THEOREM 4 . 8 . Ae(-£( P, s) , c s ) i f and only i f ( 4 . 4 . 6 ) , 
( 4 . 4 . 7 ) , ( 4 . 4 .11 ) h o l d . 
n 
( 4 . 4 . 1 1 ) l im E a . . = a. , fo r each k. 
j=0 -" 
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CHAPTER-V 
MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS AND GENERALIZED ALMOST CONVERGENCE 
5 , 1 . DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS: 
In a d d i t i o n to the d e f i n i t i o n s and n o t a t i o n s g iven in 
the C h a p t e r s 0 and 1 , we s h a l l f o l l ow the f o l l o w i n g : 
Suppose t h a t (fe = (B^) i s a sequence of i n f i n i t e 
complex m a t r i c e s w i th B^ = (b ^ ( i ) ) and l e t us w r i t e 
(5.1.1) t„(i,x) =(Bi "^ n ' ^ ^ V^^^ -^e 
and 
( 5 . 1 . 2 ) d : =i x e V^  :fe X = (B^ x )^ e x i s t s 
Then x ^ - c i s s a i d to be F. - c o n v e r g e n t ( s e e [ 6 6 ] ) , to 
CO (g) 
the v a l u e Lim^fex, i f 
l im t ( i , x ) = Lim fe x, 
n 
un i fo rmly in i = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . . , and we denote the space of a l l 
F - conve rgen t sequences by F ^ and w r i t e 
Also, 
: 56 : 
(5 .1 .3 ) F. : = | x G ( d . H-^) : lim t ( i , x ) e x i s t s , un iformly 
in i 2 0 and i s independent 
of i 
( 5 .1 ,4 ) ' ^ • =<! X G. F. : Lim (B X « 0 
In case <£> = (B^  = 1 ( u n i t m a t r i x ) , Fi^ ^ i s the same 
as the space c and for qB =» (B^ ) , i t i s the same as the 
space c of almost convergent sequences, (see [23 ] ) , where 
(1) (^^ ^ J - ' 
^ i = ^^n^ ^^^^» "^^^^ 
(1) 




, i <.-^< 1 + n; 
, o the rwise . 
The following sequence spaces are well known: 
£(p,s) : - s x: Z k |x, 
kal 
s 2 0 
for p^ > 0 (see [ 8 ]) . 
ce s( p , s ) : 
r oo r ~® Pj. 
=< X : L (2 ) ( i _ E jx. I) < « , s 2 0 
[ r=0 2^ r "^  
for inf p > O, (see [ 15]), where S denotes the sum over 
r r+1 ^ 
the ranges 2 ^ k < 2 
: 57 : 
and 
We a l s o w r i t e 
[ (BiA)x]^ =Z I b ^ ( i ) a 4 Xj^ ; 
N(BJ = llfell = sup E | b „ J i ) | . 
^ n , i k ""^  
5 . 2 . INTRODUCTION; 
Stieglitz [^ ^ ], has studied E -convergence in details 
and characterized the classes (c,E )» ('^oo»^<k ^  "^^"^  ^ *^ *^ *^  ^  '^^ 
matrices. The main object of the present Chapter is to 
determine the necessary and sufficient conditions that chara-
cterize the classes of matrices ( M P » S ) , F ^ ) and (ces(p,s) ,Fv. ) 
and deduce some interesting corollaries from these, which have 
important character in the theory of matrix transformations. 
5.3. We prove the following theorems: 
THEOREM 5.1. A ^ ("(!(p,s) ,F. ) if and only if (5.3.1) 
(B 
and (5.3.2) hold. 
: 58 : 
( 5 .3 .1 ) There e x i s t s an in teger N > 1, such tha t^ fo r a l l i , 
sup E | a ( n , k , i ) I N k < « , (1 < p. < «) . 
n k '^ 
and 
i-+i- = l, 
Pk ^k 
Pk s 
sup | a ( n , k , i ) | k < « , (0 < p. £ 1) , 
n,k ^ 
where 
a ( n , k , i ) = ^ b^j^ii) a 4 , 
( 5 .3 .2 ) lim a ( n , k , i ) = u^, uniformly in i , k f ixed , 
n ^ 
PROOF. NECESSITY. We only consider the case 
1 < p. < oo. The case 0 < Pj^  £ 1 has a s imi l a r proof. 
( k ) 
Now,(B.(Ax)) e x i s t s for each n and x ^ - c ( p , s ) . I f we put 
Let Ae(-(.(p,s) ,F>^ ) . Since e ^ " ^ ( P t s ) , ( 5 .3 .2 ) must hold, 
T„ , i ( x ) = (B i (Ax) )„ , 
then w ^ i^^W ^^ ^ sequence of continuous real functions on 
'L(P,S) and further 
sup |(B^ (Ax))j^ | < oo, on ^(p,s). 
n 
59 : 
Now, by a rgu ing wi th uni form boundedness p r i n c i p l e ( s e e Bu la t 
and f a k a r [ 8 ] ) , the n e c e s s i t y f o l l o w s . 
SUFFICIENCY, Suppose t h a t the c o n d i t i o n s ( 5 . 3 . 1 ) , 
( 5 . 3 . 2 ) hold and x e t t p t s ) . For e v e r y j 2 ^» '^^ f^^ve 
j ^k "^k 5^^k~^^ ^k 
Z | a ( n , k , i ) | N k <. sup E JE b^^( i ) a^j^| x 
k=l n k <, 
- q ^ s ( q ^ - l ) 
X N k , 
t h e r e f o r e 
^k -^k "^^k-^^ J . , .. '^'^ "'''^ 
E | U . | N k « l i m lira E | a ( n , k , i ) l N ^ 
k j—> « nr-> «> k»l 
s ( q ^ - l ) 
X k "^  , 
^k - ^ k ^^%'^^ 
< sup E | a ( n , k , i ) | N k , 
" n k 
< o o . 
Thus, the s e r i e s E a ( n , k , i ) x , ^ and E Uj^  x,^  converge 
/I 
( s e e B u l u t and 9 a k a r [ ^ ] ) f o r each n and x e - C ( p , s ) . 
Now, f o r E> 0 and each x ^ • £ ( p , s ) choose k^, such t h a t 
^ Pk ^ / " , 
( 5 . 3 . 3 ) ( E | x . | ) < £ . 
k=k^+l *^ 
o 
: 60 : 
By (5 .3 .2 ) there e x i s t s n . such t h a t 
k 
o 
I Z a ( n , k , i ) - u. | < P , for a l l n > n^. 
k=l "^  ° 
Since (5 .3 .1 ) holds , i t follows t h a t (see Bulut and ^akar 
[ 8 ] ) , 
1 Z a ( n , k , i ) - u. | 
k=k^+l 
i s a r b i t r a r i l y smal l . Therefore, 
lim Z a ( n , k , l ) Xj^  = £ u. Xj^ , 
n k k 
uniformly in i. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1 
COROLLARY 5.1. AS (-^( p,s) ,F . ) if and only if 
(5.3.1) and (5.3.4) hold. 
(5.3.4) lim a(n,k,i) =0, uniformly in i, for each k. 
n—> oo 
COROLLARY 5.2. (See Mursaleen [35 ]): 
AG(£(p),F^) if and only if (5.3.2) and (5.3.5) hold, 
(5.3.5) There exists an integer N > 1, such that 
: 61 




sup | a ( n , k , i ) | < « , (0 < p. 1 1) 
n ,k ^ 
PROOF» I t f o l l o w s by t a k i n g s = 0 in Theorem 5 .1 
THEOREM 5 . 2 . L e t 1 < p 1 sup p < « . Then 
r 
A e ( c e s ( p , s ) ,F. ) i f and only i f ( 5 . 3 . 6 ) and ( 5 . 3 . 7 ) hold, 
( 5 . 3 . 6 ) There e x i s t s an i n t e g e r E > 1 , such t h a t 
r ^ r r ^^ V ^ ^ " ^ r 
sup Z (max j a ( n , k , i ) | 2 ) ( 2 ) E < « , 
n , i r r 
( 5 . 3 . 7 ) ( ^ n k ^ n ^ ^to • ^ ° ^ ^^'^^ ^' 
In t h i s case 
Lim h (Ax) = S Uj^  Xj^, 
where u.^  = l im Z h^n ( i ) aj)^ , un i fo rmly in i . 
n k "^ -CK 
PROOF. NECESSITY. Let A ^ (ces(p,s),F. ). Since 
(k) 
e ^ ces(p,s), (5.3.7) follows immediately. Put, 
: 62 : 
q^Cx) = sup |E E b^^(i) a ^ x j . 
For i 2 C>» q^ is a continuous seminorm on ces(p,s) and 
(q^) is pointwise bounded on ces(p,s)* 
Suppose (5.3.6) is not true. Then there exists 
X ^  ces(p,s) with 
sup q^(x) = oo. 
By the principle of condensation of singularities [ 72], the set 
<^  X € ces(p,s) : sup qj^ ( x) = » ^ 
i s of second category in ce s (p , s ) with sup qi(x) = oo. 
i ^ 
But t h i s c o n t r a d i c t s t h a t q. i s pointwise bounded on 
c e s ( p , s ) . Now, by Banach-Steinhaus theorem, there i s a 
constant M, such t h a t 
( 5 . 3 . 8 ) q^(x) < M II x | | . 
Now, with similar argument as in Theorem 1 of 
Lim [ 22], (5.3.8) gives necessity of (5.3.6). 
SUFFICIENCY. Suppose that the conditions (5.3,6), 
: 63 : 
(5.3.7) hold and x^ces(p,s). For n,i 2 If write 
Tn,i(^ J ' \ V^i) Hk \^ 
- E a(n,k,i) x,., 
where 
a ( n , k , i ) = 1 b^^( i ) a ^ . 
(Throughout the interchange of sununation i s g r a n t e d ) . 
By Theorem 1 .5 .4 , we have for each n and i , 
|Tj^^^(x)| = |E a(n,k,i)xj^i 
< E | a ( n . k , i ) x . | 
k ^ 
< Z L | a ( n , k , i ) x . | 
r=0 r ^ 
s/p oo r r '^r 
^ E 2 max | a ( n , k , i ) | (2 ) 
~ r=0 r 
, r - ^ / P r 
x ^ (2 ) E | x j 
r ^r r ^^r /Pr - q , 
< E E[(2 max | a ( n , k , i ) | ) (2 ) E ^ 
~ r=0 r 
+ ( ^ (2 ) E Ix I) ] 
2 r ^ 
: 64 : 
q 
1 E [ £ (2 max |a(n,k,i)|) 
r=0 r 
r ^ ^ V ^ ) -^r CO r -^ , Pp 
(2 ) E + E (2 ) (^ J:|X.|) ] 
r=0 2^ r "^  
< oo» 
Hence A ^ (ces(p,s) ,F, ). 
6 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2, 
COROLLARY 5.3» Let 1 < p^ . 1 sup p^ < «. Then 
r 
A^(ces(p),F^ ) if and only if (5.3.7) and (5.3.9) hold. 
(5.3.9) There exists an integer E > 1, such that 
r r^ " \ 
sup T. (max |a(n,k,i)|2 ) E < <». 
n,i r r 
PROOF. I t follows by taking s = 0 in Theorem 5 . 2 . 
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MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS OF SEQUENCES OF o-BOUNDED VARIATION 
6 . 1 . DilFINITIONG AND NOTATIONS; 
In a d d i t i o n to the n o t a t i o n s and d e f i n i t i o n s g iven in the 
p r e c e d i n g c h a p t e r s , we fol low the f o l l o w i n g : 
We know t h a t ( s e e Schaefer [58 ])^ 
c ( a ] 
c : =< X : l im t (x) e x i s t s , un i fo rmly in n \ , 
where 
a ^ m j 
t ( x) = —-r E T X . 
mn^  ' m+1 •_Q n 
For m,n 2 0 , p u t 
0 a 
lb (x) = t (x) - t , „(x) . 
^mn^ mn^  ' m-l ,n^ 
When m 2 1» ^^ have 
1 "'^  J m-l -j 
I m m-l 
= i^^ THiTIT t"" ^ n^ - ( V ^ V +T x^)] 
m i j-1 1 ' " J J--L 
^KTiTiy /^i Jt^ '^ n - T x j 
: 66 : 
1 ^ 
Now, we def ine (See Mursaleen [39 ] ) : 
BV^ : =1 X : E l^j^n^^^' ^ * ' un i fo rmly in n I . 
When a (n ) = n+1 , the space BV i s same as the space BV 
of a lmos t bounded v a r i a t i o n ( s e e Nanda [45 ] ) . 
A l s o , we w r i t e 
m j j - 1 
ll'„„(Ax) = E E j [ a ( a (n) , k ) - a ( a ( n) ,k) ] x^/m(m+l) 
mn ^ j^j^ K 
= I g ( n , k , m ) x . , 
k ^ 
where 
1 m j j - 1 
g(n ,k ,m) = j^Ji^ -j;;:^ :]^  ,E j [ a ( a ( n ) , k ) - a (o ( n ) , k ) ] . 
6 . 2 . INTRODUCTION; 
I t i s n a t u r a l to a c c e p t t h a t a -convergence must be 
r e l a t e d to some concep t of BV^in the same ve in as convergence 
i s r e l a t e d to the c o n c e p t of BV. Mursa leen [ 39 ] , has c h a r a -
c t e r i z e d the c l a s s e s of m a t r i c e s (BV,BV^) and ( - t ,BV^). The 
(J oo O 
o b j e c t of t h i s c h a p t e r i s to de t e rmine the n e c e s s a r y and 
: 67 : 
s u f f i c i e n t c o n d i t i o n s fo r the c l a s s e s of m a t r i c e s ( c ,BV ) , 
( c ( p ) , B V ^ ) , ( M Q ( P ) , B V ^ ) and ( ^j^fBV^). 
6 . 3 . Here we s t a t e the f o l l o w i n g r e s u l t which w i l l be 
used in the proof of our Theorems. 
LEhAMA 6 . 1 . (See Mursa leen [39 ] ) ; 
BV cH. c and t h i s i n c l u s i o n i s p r o p e r . 
6 . 4 . We prove the fo l l owing theorems? 
THEOREM 6 . 1 . A e ( c ^ , B V ^ ) if and only i f ( 6 . 4 . 1 ) , ( 6 . 4 . 2 ) 
h o l d . 
( 6 . 4 . 1 ) E Z | g ( n , k , m ) | <. K, for a l l n; 
m k 
( 6 . 4 . 2 ) l im g (n ,k ,m) = Uj^, un i fo rmly in n , f o r a l l k. 
m 
PROOF. NECESSITY. Suppose t h a t A G ( C Q , B V ^ ) . Wri te 
m 
Now (q„) i s a sequence of c o n t i n u o u s seminorms on c such 
^n ^ o 
t h a t sup qj^ ( x) < » f o r a l l xe . c . Therefore^ by Banach-
n 
S t e i n h a u s theorem t h e r e e x i s t s a c o n s t a n t K > 0 , such t h a t 
: 68 : 
%(^^ 1 ^ lu l l iior a l l x e c ^ , for a l l n) 
For each r ^ £ , define a sequence 
X = ( x . ) =i 
sgn g ( n , k , m ) , 0 _< k £ r ; 
0 , k > r , 
Then x G c , || x |1 = 1 and 
q^(x) = E Z | g ( n , k , m ) | . 
" m k=0 
T h e r e f o r e , 
£ L l g ( n , k , m ) l <. K ( f o r a l l n) . 
m k " 
Now, s i n c e (^ »BV^)Cl(c^,c) by Lemma 6 . 1 , the c o n d i t i o n 
( 6 . 4 . 1 ) must hold ( s e e Schaefer [ 5 8 ] ) . 
SUFFICIENCY. Suppose t h a t the c o n d i t i o n s ( 6 . 4 . 1 ) , 
( 6 . 4 . 2 ) hold and xG.c . Now, 
o 
2 \^^^ (Ax) I 
m 
<. E E | g ( n , k , m ) 
m k 
( sup | x , | ) 
k ^ 
< K li X II , 
< oo, un i formly in n . 
: 69 : 
a 
Now, AxGBV^. Consequen t ly AxGc by Lemma 6 . 1 , and t h e r e f o r e 
( s e e Schaefer [ 58 j ) 
l im E g ( n , k , m ) x . = E u . x , , 
m k '^  k "^  "^  
uniformly in n. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
THEOREM 6.2 (a) Ae(c(p),BV^) if and only if (6.4.3), 
(6.4.4), (6.4.5) hold. 
(6.4.3) There exists an integer B > 1, such that 
-1/Pk 
E E lg(n,k,m)| B ^ K (for all n) , 
m k "" 
(6.4.4) lim g(n,k,m) = u. , uniformly in n, for each k, 
m ^ 
(6.4.5) lim Z g(n,k,m) = u, uniformly in n. 
m k 
(b) Ae(c(p),BV^ ; P) if and only if (6.4.3), (6.4.4) 
with u,- = 0 , for each k and (6.4.5) with u = 1, hold. 
PROOF. (a) . NECESSITY. Suppose that A ^  (c(p) ,BV^) . 
a' 
a 
Since (c(p) ,BV^)C( c( p) ,c) , (6.4.4) and (6.4.5) must hold [ 2 ] 
: 70 : 
Put 
m 
Since (c(p) ,BV^)CI(c^(p),BV^), [ f^} i s a sequence of c o n t i -
nuous l i n e a r func t iona l s on c^(p) such t h a t sup f (x) < «>. 
n 
Therefore^by uniform boundedness p r i n c i p l e ^ f o r 0 < S < 1^ 
there e x i s t s a closed sphere S [o]Clc (p) and a cons tant K 
o 
such tha t^ fo r every x ^ S [o] , 
b 
(6 .4 .6 ) f^(x) <, K ( fo r a l l n, for a l l x e c ( p ) ) . 
In p a r t i c u l a r , put 
9 
K/p, 
^k = < 
0 
sgn g (n ,k ,m) » 0 <, k <_ r ; 
, k > r , 
in (6.4.6), where r is arbitrary. Then the condition (6.4.3) 
-K 
holds for B = <^  . 
SUFFICIENCY. Suppose that the conditions (6.4.3), 
(6.4.4), (6.4.5) hold and xGc(p). Then, there exists-t^ C, 
such t h a t 1 X, - £ I 
-> 0 ( k > oo) . Hence, for a given 
0 <£< 1, there e x i s t s an in teger k such tha t^for a l l 
k > k^, 
: 71 
B(K+1) < 1 . 
and t h e r e f o r e , f o r k > k , 
1/Pu M/P, 
K+1 
where M = max ( 1 , sup Pi.) . 
T h e r e f o r e , we have 
2 |lll^„ (Ax)l = E |E g(n ,k , in )x . I 
m mn m k 
E |E g ( n , k , m ) ( x , - 1 + ^ ) 
m k ^ 
(6 .4 .7 ) ^ E |E g ( n , k , m ) ( x . - ^ ) | + E | E g(n,k,m)>f | 
m k m k 
Now, 
E I E g (n ,k ,m) (x. - i ) | 
m k>k^ ^ 
< E E l g ( n , k , m ) | | x. - ^ 1 B 
- 1 / p , 1/Pk 
B 
: 72 : 
- 1 / p , 
( 6 . 4 . 8 ) < -r^ L Z l g ( n , k , m ) | B 
m k 
and 
- 1 / P k 1/Pk 
Z|£ g ( n , k , m ) i 1 1 I E | gCn ,k ,m) lB B 
m k m k 
(6.4.9) < B U IK 
< oo, un i fo rmly in n, 
where inf p. = 9 and 0 < p. ^ 1 . 
Hence, combining ( 6 . 4 . 7 ) , ( 6 . 4 . 8 ) and ( 6 . 4 . 9 ) we have 
E lljj^^ (Ax) I < oo, un i formly in n . 
m 
Now, AxSBV and c o n s e q u e n t l y A x e c . Therefore ,we have 
[ 2 J , 
l im E g(n ,k ,m) x^ = i u + E u,^  ( x,, - i ) , 
m k 
uniformly in n. 
  ^ k "^  '^  
Proof of (b) is immediate if we observe that u,^  = 0, 
for each k, and u = 1. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.2. 
73 : 
COROLLARY 6 . 1 . A e ( c^( p) ,BV^) i f and on ly if ( 6 . 4 . 3 ) 
and ( 6 . 4 . 4 . ) h o l d . 
PROOF. Since <,= 0 in t h i s case the proof i s immediate . 
THEOREM 6 . 3 . A^i^^ip) ,B\/^) i f and only if ( 6 . 4 . 1 0 ) 
and ( 6 . 4 . 1 1 ) h o l d . 
( 6 . 4 . 1 0 ) For every rj > 1 , 
E Z |g(n,k,m)l N < <», uniformly in n. 
m k 
(6.4.11) lim g(n,k,m) = u,^ , uniformly in n, for each k. 
m 
PROOF. NECESSITY. Suppose that Ae(M^(p),BV^). Since 
cr 
(MQ(P),BV^)C:(M^(p),c) the condition (6.4.11) must hold [38]. 
If (6.4.10) is not true, then B = (b^ ^^ ) = ( a^ ,^  N '^)^(M^(p) ,BV^) 
for some integer N > 1. So, there exists x^M (p) such that 
1/p. 
Bx^BV^. Now, y = (y^) = (x^ N n^fJi^ip) , but ^y = Bx^BV^, 
which contradicts the fact that A^(M^( p) ,87^ ,) . Hence, (6.4.10) 
is true . 
SUFFICIENCY. Suppose that the conditions (6.4.10), 
(6.4.11) hold and xGl^^ip) » Then, 
: 74 : 
E I L g (n ,k ,m)x^ l < Z E | g ( n , k , m ) | N \xjn 
m k '^  m k '^ 
< o o . 
Now, AxGBV and c o n s e q u e n t l y AxGC/ by Lemma 6 . 1 . The re fo re , 
we have ( s e e Mursa leen [ 3 8 ] ) 
l im Z g(n,k,m)x,^ =Z ^^\» 
m k k 
un i fo rmly in n . 
Th i s comple tes the proof of Theorem 6 . 3 . 
THEOREM 6 . 4 . A G.(-^.BV^) i f and only i f 
( 6 . 4 . 1 2 ) and ( 6 . 4 . 1 3 ) h o l d . 
( 6 . 4 . 1 2 ) E £ | g ( n , k , m ) l <. « , fo r a l l n , 
ra k 
( 6 . 4 . 1 3 ) l im g (n ,k ,m) = Uj^, un i fo rmly in n , f o r each k. 
m 
PROOF. S u f f i c i e n c y and N e c e s s i t y of ( 6 . 4 . 1 3 ) are 
t r i v i a l . The n e c e s s i t y of ( 6 . 4 . 1 2 ) can be o b t a i n e d by an 
a n a l y s i s s i m i l a r to Theorem 6 . 3 . 
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CHAPTER-VII 
CHARACTERIZATION OF SOME CLASSES OF MATRICES 
7.1. INTRODUCTION; 
We shall follow the definitions and notations of preceding 
chapters. The main object of the present chapter is to give a 
brief survey of results on matrix transformations between some 
sequence spaces. 
While working on the problems of limitation theory one 
must be acquainted with the conditions characterizing matrix 
transformations between some frequently appearing spaces of 
sequences of realtor complex numbers. It was Stieglitz and 
Tietz [^ ^ ] who made first attempt in this direction by consi-
dering 11 sequence spaces and gave a table for 121 classes of 
matrices. Their work contains a large number of results already 
surveyed by Zeller in an unpublished work (see [^ 4 ]). Ahmad 
[ 1 J, considered some 23 sequence spaces and gave conditions 


















































































































































































: 77 : 
\?^.: '^ ^^ '^  d 
Here, we consider some 26 spaC^ Tii;^ i_s|.qU€dl€es and compile 
the results characterizing some 125 classes of matrices. Most 
of the results have already been published^so we do not repro-
duce the proofs and simply refer the sources. The numbers given 
in red ink refer to the results proved by the author in this 
thesis and some of them have already been communicated. We 
give these results under section 7.3. 
7.2. RESULTS: 
In the table given on page 76 are given numbers which 
correspond to the r e s u l t s concerning c l a s se s of mat r ices t ha t 
a 
one r equ i r e s to f ind , e . g . , the condi t ions for A G ( c , c ) , one 
should see i t under the Number 73, in sec t ion 7 . 3 . 
7 . 3 . Here we give the r e s u l t s . Numbers in the begining 
re fe r to the numbers in the table of sec t ion 7 . 2 . 
1 . (see [48 ] ) . k^{l^,i_) = ( c . ^ ) = ( c ^ » l ) if and 
only i f (7 .3 .1 ) ho lds . 
OO CO O oo 
(7 .3 .1) s u p Z I a^^ l < CO. 
2 . (See [ 1 2 ] ) . A ^ ( B V , i ) i f and only if ( 7 . 3 . 2 ) , 
: 78 : 
( 7 . 3 , 3 ) h o l d . 
(7 .3 .2 ) sup JE a„.I < « , 
n k "'^ 
( 7 . 3 . 3 ) sup I E a . I < oo. 
n , r k=0 ^^ 
3 . (See [ 2 1 ] ) . A G ( ^ ( p ) , £ ) i f and on ly if ( 7 . 3 . 4 ) 
OO oo 
h o l d s . 
( 7 . 3 . 4 ) For every i n t e g e r N > 1 , 
sup E I a^,,l N < oo. 
n k ""^  
4 . (See [20 ] ) . A e ( c ( p ) , ^ ) i f and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 5 ) , 
OO 
( 7 . 3 . 6 ) h o l d . 
( 7 . 3 . 5 ) There e x i s t s an a b s o l u t e c o n s t a n t B > 1 , such t h a t 
- 1 / P k 
sup E I a . I B < oo, 
n k ""^  
( 7 . 3 . 6 ) l im E a^. = a , aQ C . 
n k "'^ 
5 . (See [ 2 0 ] ) . A e ( c ^ ( p ) , i j i f and on ly i f ( 7 . 3 . 5 ) 
h o l d s . 
6 . (See [ 2 1 ] ) . AG.Uip),i) i f and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 7 ) , 
: 79 : 
( 7 . 3 . 8 ) h o l d . 
( 7 . 3 . 7 ) There e x i s t s an i n t e g e r B > 1 , such t h a t 
sup E l a ^ J B < « , (l<p^<co; 1 - + i - = i ) . 
Pk 
( 7 . 3 . 8 ) sup ia^^l < » , (0 < p,^ 1 1 ) . 
7 . (See [20 J ) . k^{h\(p),i) i f and on ly i f ( 7 . 3 . 9 ) 
O oo 
h o l d s . 
( 7 . 3 . 9 ) There e x i s t s an i n t e g e r N > 1 , such t h a t 
1 / p , 
sup 1 a ,1 N < oo. 
n ,k ^^ 
8. (See [30 J). Ae(W„,l ) if and only if (7.3.10) 
holds for 0 < p < 1. For p 2 1, (7.3.11) holds. 
(7.3.10) sup E 2 max I ^ nk' ^ "*' 
" ^ 2^<k<2^^1 
r/p • q 1/q . . 
(7.3.11) sup E 2 ( E |a^. I ) < oo, ^  + i = 1. 
n r r r+1 P q 
9. (See [ 21J). Ae(W(p),^) if and only if (7.3.12) 
OO 
holds. 
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( 7 , 3 . 1 2 ) For eve ry i n t e g e r B > 1 , 
r r -1 1/Pk 
sup Z max < ^^ ^ ^ ^nkl < " „ ( 0 < p j ^ < l ) . 
10 . (See [ 2 2 ] ) . A e ( ces( p) ,-^ ) if and only if ( 7 . 3 . 1 3 ) 
h o l d s . 
( 7 . 3 . 1 3 ) There e x i s t s an i n t e g e r E > 1 , such t h a t 
sup E (2 max 
n r 2^<k<2^'^-'-
^ r - ^ r 
where 1 < p. < sup p^ < «>, and —- + —- = 1 . 
•^  "" k "^  Pk ^k 
1 1 . (See [13 J ) . A e ( ^ ,c ) i f and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 1 ) , 
oo 
( 7 . 3 . 1 4 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 1 6 ) < > ( 7 . 3 . 1 4 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 1 5 ) h o l d . 
( 7 . 3 . 1 4 ) a ,^^  > a^ (n > « , k f i x e d ) , a^G c» 
( 7 . 3 . 1 5 ) l im E | a „ . | = E | l i m a „ . , , 
n k "'^ k n "'^ 
( 7 . 3 . 1 6 ) l im Z | a . - l i m a ^ | = 0 . 
n k "'^ n ^^ 
1 2 . (See [ 1 3 ] ) ^ A e ( c , c ) i f and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 1 ) , 
( 7 . 3 . 6 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 1 4 ) h o l d . 
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Ae.(c,c;P) if and only if (7.3.1), (7.3.17), (7.3.18) 
hold. 
(7.3.17) lim a^^ = 0 , for all k, 
n 
(7.3.18) lira Z a„^ = 1. 
n k "^^  
13. (See [13]). A^(c^,c) if and only if (7.3.1), 
(7.3.14) hold. 
14. (See [12]). Ae(BV,c) if and only if (7.3.3), 
(7.3.6), (7.3.14) hold. 
15. (See [21]). A^(^(p),c) if and only if (7.3.14) , 
(7.3.19) hold for p^ > 0. 
(7.3.19) For every integer N > 1, 
i/p, 
Z |a ,I N converges uniformly in n. 
16. (See [ 20]). Ae(c(p),c) if and only if (7.3.5), 
(7.3.6), (7.3.14) hold. 
Ae(c(p),c;P) if and only if (7.3.5), (7. 3.17), (7.3.18) 
hold. 
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17. (See [20]). Ae(c^(p),c) if and only if (7.3.5), 
(7.3.14) hold. 
18. (See [21]). AG(-2(p),c) if and only if (7.3.7), 
(7.3.8), (7.3.14) hold. 
19. (See [20 ]). keilA^ip) ,c) if and only if (7.3.9), 
(7.3.14) hold. 
20. (See [30 ]). Ae(W ,c) if and only if (7.3.10), 
(7.3.14) « = = > (7.3.6), (7.3.11), (7.3.14) hold. 
21. (See [21]). Ae(W(p),c) if and only if (7.3.6), 
(7.3.12), (7.3.14) hold. 
22. (See [22 J). Ae(ces(p),c) if and only if (7.3.13), 
(7.3.14) hold. 
23. (See [48]). A^i i^,c^) if and only if (7.3.20) 
holds. 
(7.3.20) lim S |a .I = 0. 
n k ""^  
24. (see [13 j). A G ( C , C Q ) if and only if (7.3.1) 
(7.3.17), (7.3.21) hold. 
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(7.3.21) lim Z a, = 0. 
n k ""^  
25. (See [ 30J). ^G.{c^fC^) if and only if (7.3.1), 
(7.3.17) hold. 
26. (See [ lOj). A^{i (p).c_) if and only if (7.3.22) 
holds. 
(7.3.22) For every integer N > 1, 
1/Pu 
lim E 1 a„. I N = 0. 
n k "^"^  
27. (See [20]). AG(MQ(P)»CQ) if and only if (7.3.17), 
(7.3.23) hold. 
(7.3.23) For every p = (pj^ ) 
k^ 
sup 1 a , I N < oo, for every N > 1. 
n,k "^ 
28. (See [27]). A^(W ,c ) if and only if (7.3.10), 
(7.3.17), (7.3.21) hold for 0 < p <. 1. 
A 
29. (See [43]). Ae.{l,i) if and only if (7.3.24) 
OO oo 
holds. 
(7.3.24) sup Z |t(n,k,m)| < oo, 
m,n k 
: 84 ; 
where 
t( n, k, m) = 1 
m( ni+l] 
n 
/ = i ^ " " ^ J . i ' • 
3 0 . (See ['•3 J ) . A e ( £ C p ) , i ) If and only If ( 7 . 3 . 2 5 ) 
oo oo 
h o l d s . 
( 7 . 3 . 2 5 ) For every i n t e g e r N > 1, 
1/p, 
sup E 1 t( n,k,m) |N 
m,n k 
< o o . 
3 1 . (See [ ^ 3 ] ) . A^{cAp),l) i f and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 2 6 ) 
h o l d s . 
( 7 . 3 . 2 6 ) There e x i s t s an i n t e g e r N > 1 , such t h a t 
sup (Z I t( n ,k,m) | N ) < « . 
m,n k 
A 
3 2 . (See [43 ] ) . AG.U{p)ft) i f and on ly i f ( 7 . 3 . 2 7 ) 
OO 
h o l d s . 
( 7 . 3 . 2 7 ) There e x i s t s an i n t e g e r B > 1 , such t h a t 
sup E | t ( n , k , m ) | N < » , ( K p . <«; i - + A- = i ) , 
m,n k Pk ^k 
sup I t ( n , k , m ) I < « , (0 < Pj^  <. 1) . 
m,n 
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3 3 . (See [ 1 ^ J ) . A G ( c e s ( p ) , £ ) i f and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 2 8 ) 
h o l d s . 
( 7 . 3 . 2 8 ) There e x i s t s an i n t e g e r E > 1, such t h a t 
oo r ^r r 
sup E [max | t ( n , k , m ) | 2 ] E < « , 
m,n r=0 r 
( 1 < P_ 1 sup p < ~; —- + — - = 1 , r = 0 , 1 , 2 , ) . 
r ^ r ^ r 
34. (See [11 ]). Ae(£^,$) if and only if (7.3.29), 
(7.3.30), (7.3.31) hold. 
(7.3.29) sup I |a(n,k,m)| < oo, (n =0,1, 
m k 
) , 
( 7 . 3 . 3 0 ) t h e r e e x i s t s a. e C , such t h a t 
(7.3.31) 
lim a(n,k,m) = a,^ , uniformly in n, 
m 
lim E 1a( n,k,m)-a, I = 0 , uniformly in n, 
m k ^ 
where 
1 "^  
a (n ,k ,m) = ^;^ L a^^^^ i = 0 
3 5 . (See [19 J ) . A G ( c , ? ) i f and only if ( 7 . 3 . 2 9 ) , 
( 7 . 3 . 3 0 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 3 2 ) h o l d . 
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/^ A e ( c , c ; P ) i f and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 2 9 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 3 3 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 3 4 ) 
h o l d . 
( 7 . 3 . 3 2 ) There e x i s t s a G. C , such t h a t 
l im Z a(n,k;,m) = a , un i fo rmly in n, 
m k 
( 7 . 3 . 3 3 ) l im a (n ,k ,m) = 0 , un i fo rmly in n , f o r a l l k, 
m 
( 7 . 3 . 3 4 ) l im E a (n ,k ,m) = 1, un i fo rmly in n . 
m k 
3 6 . (See [ 4 4 ] ) . A e ( B V , c ) i f and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 3 0 ) , 
( 7 . 3 . 3 1 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 3 5 ) h o l d . 
A e ( B V , c ; P ) i f and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 3 3 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 3 4 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 3 5 ) 
h o l d . 
( 7 . 3 . 3 5 ) sup I Z a ( n , k , m ) | < «>, ( r , n = 1 ,2 , 
m k=r 
) 
3 7 . (See [ 42 j ) . A^{1 ip) ,c) i f and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 2 9 ) , 
oo 
( 7 . 3 . 3 1 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 3 6 ) h o l d . 
( 7 . 3 . 3 6 ) For a l l i n t e g e r N > 1 , and ct,^e C, 
l im E I a ( n , k , m ) - a . I N = 0 , un i formly in n, 
m k ^ 
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38. (See [ 42 J) . AeCcCp),*?) if and only if (7.3.30), 
(7.3.32), (7.3.37) hold. 
Ae(c(p) ,'c;P) if and only if (7.3.33), (7.3.34), (7.3.37) 
hold. 
(7.3.37) There exists an integer B > 1, such that 
sup E |a(n,k,m)| B < », for all n. 
m k 
39. (See [42]). A G ( C Q ( P ) , ? ) if and only if (7.3.30), 
(7.3.37) hold. 
40. (See [44]). A^(^(p),'J) if and only if (7.3.30), 
(7.3.38) hold. 
(7.3.38) There exists an integer N > 1, such that for all n, 
^k "^k 
sup E la(n,k,m)l N < oo, (l<Pi,<c»; ^  + 7- = D , 
m k '^  Pk ^k 
Pk 
sup I a(n,k,m) | < «, (O < p^ 1 1) . 
m,k ^ 
41. (See [44]). A^{tA^ip) ,c) if and only if (7.3.30), 
(7.3.39) hold. 
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(7.3.39) For every integer N > 1, 
sup la(n,k,m)| N < », for all n. 
m,k 
42. (See [44 ]). Ae(W ,?) if and only if (7.3.30), 
(7.3.32), (7.3.40) hold for 1 ^  p < ». 
Ae(W ,^;P) if and only if (7.3.33), (7.3.34), (7.3.41) 
with Pk = P for all ^ hold > (7.3.33), (7.3.34) 
(7.3.40) hold for 0 < p < ». 
CO r/p k=2 q ^/^ 
(7.3.40) sup E 2 ( E |a(n,k,m)| ) < «, for all n, 
m r=0 k=2^ 
-1 -1 
(p + q = 1) . 
43. (See [ 44]). Ae(W(p),?) if and only if (7.3.30), 
(7.3.32), (7.3.41) holds for 0 < p. <, 1. 
(7.3.41) There exists an integer N > 1, such that 
r -1 ^ /Pk 
sup T, max (2 N ) |a(n,k,ni)| < «. 
m r=0 r 
44. (See [1^ ]). A^(ces(p),^) if and only if (7.3.30), 
(7.3.42) hold. 
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( 7 . 3 . 4 2 ) There e x i s t s an i n t e g e r E > 1, such t h a t , f o r a l l n, 
oo r *^ r ~*^r 
sup E [max l a ( n , k , m ) | 2 ] E < oo, and 
m r=0 r 
i - + i - = 1, r = 0 , 1 , 2 , 
^ r ^ r 
45. (See [10 J). k ^ { i , c ) if and only if (7.3.29) , 
(7.3.43) hold. 
(7.3.43) lim T. la(n,k,m)l =0, uniformly in n. 
m k 
4 6 . (See [19 J ) . A e ( c ^ , ' c ^ ) i f and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 2 9 ) , 
( 7 . 3 . 4 4 ) h o l d . 
( 7 . 3 . 4 4 ) l im a (n ,k ,m) = 0 , un i fo rmly in n, f o r a l l k. 
m 
4 7 . (See [ 4 2 ] ) . k^{l[p),c) i f and on ly i f ( 7 . 3 . 2 9 ) , 
OO O 
( 7 . 3 . 4 5 ) h o l d . 
( 7 . 3 . 4 5 ) For a l l i n t e g e r s N > 1 , 
l im Z | a ( n , k , m ) l ^ = 0 , un i formly in n . 
m k 
4 8 . (See [44 ] ) . A ^ ( - ^ ( P ) , ? Q ) i f and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 3 3 ) , 
( 7 . 3 . 3 8 ) h o l d . 
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4 9 . ( S e e [ 42 J ) . k^{M^ip) ,c^) i f and o n l y i f ( 7 . 3 . 3 3 ) , 
( 7 . 3 . 3 9 ) h o l d . 
5 0 . (See [ 45 j ) . A^{Jl ,BV) = (c ,BV) i f and o n l y i f 
oo 
( 7 . 3 . 3 0 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 3 1 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 4 6 ) h o l d . 
(7.3.46) There exists a constant K > 0, such that, for 
every n, 
E E I a(n,k,m) \ <. K. 
m k 
51. (See [16 ]). AG(c^,BV) if and only if (7.3.30), 
(7.3.46) hold. 
52. (See [45 ]). Ae:(BV,BV) if and only if (7.3.30), 
(7.3.32), (7.3.47) hold. 
/\ 
AG(BV,BV;P) if and only if (7.3.33), (7.3.34), (7.3.47) 
hold. 
(7.3.47) E I E a(n,k,m)| <. K (r,n = 1,2, ). 
m k=0 " 
53. (See [57 ]). A^(c(p),BV) if and only if (7.3.30), 
(7.3.32), (7.3.48) hold. 
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A e ( c ( p ) ,BV;P) if and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 3 3 ) ( 7 . 3 . 3 4 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 4 8 ) 
h o l d . 
( 7 . 3 . 4 8 ) There e x i s t s an i n t e g e r B > 1, such t h a t 
E E | a ( n , k , m ) | B <_ K, f o r a l l n . 
m k 
54. (See [ 57J). A £ CCQ(P),BV) if and only if 
(7.3.30), (7.3.48) hold. 
55. (See [l6 ]). Ae(MQ(p),BV) if and only if (7.3.30), 
( 7 . 3 . 4 9 ) ho ld . 
( 7 . 3 . 4 9 ) For eve ry i n t e g e r N > 1 , 
i / p , 
E E | a ( n , k , m ) | N < « , un i formly in n . 
m k 
5 6 . (See [ ^ 6 ] ) . L e t f e = (B. ) be a fami ly of m a t r i c e s 
wi th N ( B . ) < oo, fo r some n and i , then A e ( - c ,F. ) i f 1 «» (B 
( 7 . 3 . 5 0 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 5 1 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 5 2 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 5 3 ) h o l d . 
( 7 . 3 . 5 0 ) N(A) < oo. 
(7.3.51) lim E b « ( i) a ^ = a. , for each i,k fixed, 
(7.3.52) lim E | (E b^ fl( i) a;. - a. ) | = 0 , for each i, 
n k ^ "^ K^ K 
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( 7 . 3 . 5 3 ) Lim<fe(Ax) = E a, x, f o r each x e i . ; S | a . | < « . 
5 7 . (See [66 ] ) . Ae(c ,F>^ ) , i f ( 7 . 3 . 5 0 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 5 1 ) , 
( 7 . 3 . 5 4 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 5 5 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 5 6 ) h o l d . 
AG(c,F. ;P) if (7.3.50), (7.3.51), with aj^  = 0 , (7.3.54) 
and (7.3.55) with a = 1 hold. 
(7.3.54) There exists a whole number r 2 0» such that 
sup Z |E b fl(i) a^l < oo, 
r£ n < oo 
( 7 . 3 . 5 5 ) l im E b„()( i ) E a Q^ = a , un i fo rmly in i . 
n ^ "^ k '^ '^  
( 7 . 3 . 5 6 ) Lim (fe(Ax) = E a.^^^ + (a - E a^) l im x 
( f o r each x ^ c ; E | aj^| < «) , 
5 8 . (See [40 ] ) . A e ( B V , F ^ ) i f and on ly i f ( 7 . 3 . 5 1 ) , 
( 7 . 3 . 5 5 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 5 7 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 5 8 ) h o l d . 
(7 .3 .57) sup I E ^ a„. I < », 
n , ^ k = l ""^ 
( 7 . 3 . 5 8 ) t he re i s a c o n s t a n t M such t h a t fo r r , i = 0 , 1 , 
oo 
sup I E g„K(i) 1 < M. 
n k=r "'^ 
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59. (See [51 J). Ae(i(p),F. ) if and only if 
(7.3.50), (7.3.5J), (7.3.59) hold. 
(7.3.59) For every integer N > 1, 
i/p, 
lim E |(Z b rf(i)a^j^ - ai,)(N =0, uniformly in n. 
n K -V, 
60. (See [ 51]). A^(c(p),F^ ) if and only if (7.3.50), 
(7.3.51), (7.3.55), (7.3.60) hold. 
Ae(c(p),F^ ;P) if and only if (7.3.50), (7.3.51) 
ttj^ = 0 and (7.3.55) with a = 1 and (7.3.60) hold. 
(7.3.60) For every integer N > 1, and a whole number r, 
-i/Pk 
sup S IE b r( i) a ^ JN < «.. 
r<n<oo 
i<« I 'k ^ n£^i)^^klf^ 
61. (See [ 51J). A^(CQ(P),F. ) if and only if (7.3.50), 
(7.3.51) , (7.3.60) hold. 
62. (See [ 35]). A G ( -^ (p),F. ) if and only if (7.3.51), 
B 
(7.3.61) hold. 
(7.3.61) There exists an integer B > 1, such that 
sup E |E b^^(i) a^ l^ "^  B '^  < », (l<p^<«.), and ^  + ^ =1, 
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sup |Z b n ( i ) a ^ l < <», (0 < p,^ 1 1) . 
n , k Jc 
6 3 . (See [35 ] ) . A ^ ( M Q ( P ) , F ^ ) i f and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 5 1 ) , 
( 7 . 3 . 6 2 ) h o l d . 
( 7 . 3 . 6 2 ) For every i n t e g e r N > 1, 
1 / p , 
sup \Z b„p ( i ) aj).|N < « , f o r a l l i . 
6 4 . (See [52 ] ) . Ae(W , F ^ ) i f and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 5 1 ) , 
( 7 . 3 . 5 5 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 6 3 ) hold fo r 1 <, p < » . 
CO r / p q ^ / ^ 
( 7 . 3 . 6 3 ) sup E 2 {Z \Z b^fl( i ) a^^| ) < oo, 
n r=0 r II 
- 1 - 1 
where p + q = 1 , f o r a l l i . 
6 5 . (See [52 ] ) . AG(W(p) ,F . ) i f and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 5 1 ) , 
( 7 . 5 . 5 5 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 6 4 ) hold fo r 0 < p^ <. 1 . 
( 7 . 3 . 6 4 ) There e x i s t s an i n t e g e r K > 1 , such t h a t f o r a l l i , 
r - 1 1/Pk 
sup Z max (2 K ) E b A ( i ) aa\ < « . 
n r=0 r £ n-t -tK 
6 6 . (See Chap te r V ) . A ^ ( c e s ( p ) ,F>^ ) i f and only i f 
( 7 . 3 . 5 1 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 6 5 ) h o l d . 
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( 7 . 3 . 6 5 ) There e x i s t s an i n t e g e r E > 1 , such t h a t 
r '^r " ^ r 
sup E [max |E b A ( i ) a^,^|2 ] E < « , 
n, i r r Ji 
(1 < p < sup p < ~; ^ + ~ = 1 , r = 0 , 1 , 2 , ) . 
r ^ r ^r 
a 
6 7 . (See [ 3 J) . A G ( l , ^ ) i f and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 6 6 ) 
h o l d s . 
( 7 . 3 . 6 6 ) sup T. | a ( n , k , m ) | < « , 
n,m k 
where 
1 m j j - 1 
a (n ,k ,m) = ni(m+i) .^ JL^^^ ( n) , k) - a ( a ( n) , k) ] . 
a 
6 8 . (See [ 3 J ) . A e ( I ( p ) , I ) i f and only if ( 7 . 3 . 6 7 ) 
h o l d s . 
( 7 . 3 . 6 7 ) For every i n t e g e r N > 1, 
sup Z I a( n ,k ,m) | N < « . 
n,m k 
6 9 . ( s e e [ 5 4 ] ) . A ^ ( c ^ ( p ) , £ ^ ) i f and only i f 
( 7 . 3 . 6 8 ) h o l d s . 
( 7 . 3 . 6 8 ) There e x i s t s an i n t e g e r N > 1 , such t h a t 
: 95 : 
- 1 / p , 
sup £ I ct( n , k,m) | N < » , 
n.m k 
n ^ 
7 0 . (See [ 3 ] ) . AG( l{p) , I ) i f and on ly i f ( 7 . 3 . 6 9 ) 
oo 
h o l d s . 
( 7 , 3 . 6 9 ) There e x i s t s an i n t e g e r B > 1 , such t h a t 
^k - ^k - 1 - 1 
sup i : | a ( n , k , m ) | N < «», (O < Pj^ < « ; pj^  + q,^  = l ) 
n,m k 
Pk 
sup i a ( n , k , m ) | < « , (O < p,^ 1 l ) . 
n,m 
a 
7 1 . (See [ 4 J ) . A e ( c e s ( p ) , j ^ J i f and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 7 0 ) 
h o l d s . 
( 7 . 3 . 7 0 ) There e x i s t s an i n t e g e r E > 1 , such t h a t 
« r ^ r " ^ r 
sup E [max l a ( n , k , m ) | 2 ] E < « , ' 
m,r r=0 r 
( 1 < p_ 1 sup p < » ; ^ + ~ - = 1 , r = 0 , 1 , 2 , ) . 
r '"^ r ^ r 
. a 
7 2 . (See [ 5 8 ] ) . A^{i ,c ) i f and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 1 ) , 
OO 
( 7 . 3 . 7 1 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 7 2 ) h o l d . 
oo O 
( 7 . 3 . 7 1 ) a^^j = (a^j^)^^j^ ^ c , f o r a l l k, 
rn j 
( 7 . 3 . 7 2 ) l im Z I E [ a( o ( n) , k ) - a J | / (m+1) = 0 , 
m k j=0 ^ 
: 97 : 
un i fo rmly in n , where a,, = a - lirn a 
" (k) 
a 
7 3 . (See [58 ] ) . A £ ( c , c ) i f and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 1 ) , 
( 7 . 3 . 7 1 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 7 3 ) h o l d . 
a 
A G ( c , c ; P ) i f and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 1 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 7 4 ) , {1,2,1^) ho ld . 
(7 .3 .73) a = (E a^,)~^^ ^ I, 
a 
( 7 . 3 . 7 4 ) a e . c wi th c j - l imi t ze ro fo r a l l k, 
(k ) 
a 
( 7 . 3 . 7 5 ) a e c wi th o - l i m i t + 1 . 
a 
74. (See [ 36 J) . Ae(BV,c) if and only if (7.3.71), 
(7.3.73), (7.3.76) hold. 
a 
Ae(BV,c;P) if and only if (7.3.74), (7.3.75), (7.3.76) 
hold. 
(7.3.76) sup I E t (n,k,m)| < «. (r,n = 1,2 ), 
m k=r 
where 
* m j 
t (n,k,m) = E a( a ( n) , k)/(m+l) , a„. = a(n,k). 
j=0 ^^ 
: 98 : 
7 5 . (See [ 2 ] ) . AGiijp),c) i f and on ly i f ( 7 . 3 . 7 1 ) , 
( 7 . 3 . 7 7 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 7 8 ) h o l d . 
* 
( 7 . 3 . 7 7 ) sup E | t ( n , k , m ) l < » , f o r every n , 
m k 
( 7 . 3 . 7 8 ) fo r a l l i n t e g e r s N > 1 , and a, G C , 
l im E | t (n ,k , in) - a . j N = 0 , un i fo rmly in n . 
m k ^ 
a 
7 6 . (See [ 2 ] ) . A ^ ( c ( p ) , c ) i f and on ly if ( 7 . 3 . 7 1 ) , 
( 7 . 3 . 7 3 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 7 9 ) h o l d . 
a 
A G ( c ( p ) , c ; P ) i f and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 7 4 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 7 5 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 7 9 ) 
h o l d . 
( 7 . 3 . 7 9 ) There e x i s t s an i n t e g e r B > 1 , such t h a t 
-1/Pk 
sup E |t (n,k,m)| B < oo, for every n. 
m k 
a 
77. (See [2 ]). Ae(c^(p),c) if and only if (7.3.71), 
(7.3.79) hold. 
78. (See [ 38 ]) . Ae( •^(p),c) if and only if (7.3.80) 
holds. 
: 99 : 
( 7 . 3 . 8 0 ) There e x i s t s an i n t e g e r N > 1, such t h a t , f o r a l l n, 
= 1 ) , sup E | t ( n , k , m ) | N < « , (l<p.<oo; ^ + ~ 
m k k ' P^ q k ^k 
Pk 
sup | t ( n , k , m ) | < « , (O < p. < 1) . 
tn ,k ^ 
79. (See [38 ] ) . Ae(M„(p),c) if and only if (7.3.71), 
(7.3.81) hold. 
(7.3.81) For every integer N > 1, 
sup |t (n,k,m)| N < », for all n. 
m, k 
80. (See [37 j ) . Ae(W ,c) if and only if (7.3.71), 
(7.3,73), (7.3.82) hold for 1 £ p < «. 
Ae(W .c;P) if and only if (7.3.74), (7.3.75), (7.3.82) 
hold for 0 < p < oo. 
r/p 
(7.3.82) sup S 2 ( E 
m r 2^ <k<2^ "*"-'' 
* q 1/q 
I t (n,k,m) I ) < oo, 
for all n. 
81. (See [37]). Ae(W(p),c) if and only if (7.3.71), 
(7.3.73), (7.3.83) hold. 
: 100 : 
( 7 . 3 . 8 3 ) There e x i s t s an i n t e g e r N > 1 , such t h a t 
r - 1 ^ /Pk * 
sup E max (2 N ) | t (n , l c ,m) | < « , 
for eve ry n, (O < p^ <_ 1) . 
a 
8 2 . (See [ 4 ] ) . A e ( c e s ( p ) , c ) i f and on ly i f ( 7 . 3 . 7 1 ) , 
( 7 . 3 . 8 4 ) h o l d . 
( 7 . 3 . 8 4 ) There e x i s t s an i n t e g e r E > 1, such t h a t , 
r ^ r - ^ r 
sup E [max | t ( n , k , m ) | 2 ] E < » , 
m r=0 r 
(0 < p^ < sup p^ < « ; -— + — = 1, r = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . ) . 
•^  " k ^ Pk ^k 
8 3 . (See [ 39 J) . A e ( i ^ , B V ^ ) = (c,BV^) i f and only i f 
( 7 . 3 . 8 5 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 8 6 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 8 7 ) h o l d . 
( 7 . 3 . 8 5 ) There e x i s t s a c o n s t a n t K > 0 , such t h a t 
E E | g ( n , k , m ) | <_ K, un i fo rmly in n , 
m k 
( 7 . 3 . 8 6 ) l im g (n ,k ,m) = a^,, un i fo rmly in n , fo r each k, 
m '^  
( 7 . 3 . 8 7 ) l im E | g ( n , k , m ) - a , | = 0 , un i formly in n , 
m k ^ 
where 
: 101 : 
1 m j j - 1 
'3^^*^*^) = m(m+l) ^ j [ a ( a ( n ) , k ) - a ( a ( n ) , k ) ] . 
8 4 . (See (Chap t e r VI) . A e ( c ^ , B V ^ ) i f and on ly i f 
( 7 , 3 . 8 5 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 8 6 ) h o l d . 
8 5 . (See [ 39 J) . AG(BV,BV^) i f and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 8 6 ) , 
( 7 . 3 . 8 8 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 8 9 ) h o l d . 
AG(BV,BV ;P) i f and only if ( 7 . 3 . 8 6 ) wi th a. = 0 , 
for e a c h k, ( 7 . 3 . 8 8 ) w i th a = 1 and ( 7 . 3 . 8 9 ) h o l d . 
( 7 . 3 . 8 8 ) l im E g(n ,k ,m) = a, un i fo rmly in n , 
m k 
( 7 . 3 . 8 9 ) t h e r e e x i s t s a c o n s t a n t K > O, such t h a t 
E I E g(n ,k ,m) 1 1 K, ( r , n = 1 ,2 , 
m k=0 
) . 
86. (See Chapter VI). A G(c(p),BV^) if and only if 
(7.3.86), (7.3.88), (7.3.90) hold. 
AG(c(p) ,BV^;P) if and only if (7.3.86) with a^ =0, 
for each k, (7.3.88) with a = 1 and (7.3.90) hold. 
(7.3.90) There exists an integer B > 1, such that 
-1/p, 
E E |g(n,k,m)l B 
m k 
<^  K, for all n. 
102 : 
8 7 . (See Chapte r V I ) . A € ( c (p),BV ) i f and only i f 
( 7 . 3 . 8 6 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 9 0 ) h o l d . 
8 8 . (See Chapte r V I ) . A€(M^(p) ,BV ) i f and on ly if 
( 7 . 3 . 8 6 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 9 1 ) h o l d . 
( 7 . 3 . 9 1 ) For every i n t e g e r N > 1, 
Z E | g ( n , k , m ) | N < » , un i formly in n . 
m k 
8 9 . ( S e e [ 6 7 J ) . A e ( B V , - £ ( q ) ) i f and only i f (7 .3 .92) 
oo 
h o l d s . 
- 1 % 
( 7 . 3 . 9 2 ) sup ( sup I E a^. |M ) < « , for some M > 1 . 
n j k=j "'^ 
9 0 . (See [ 6 1 J ) . A^{ ijp) , Ijq)) i f and on ly i f 
( 7 . 3 . 9 3 ) h o l d s . 
oo '^  oo 
( 7 . 3 . 9 3 ) For eve ry i n t e g e r M > 1 , 
^/Pk % 
sup (E | a , |M ) < oo . 
n k ""^  
9 1 . (See [ 6 3 ] ) . AG( c( p) , £ ( q)) i f and only if 
oo 
( 7 . 3 . 9 4 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 9 5 ) h o l d . 
( 7 . 3 . 9 4 ) There e x i s t s an i n t e g e r M > 1 , such t h a t 
: 103 
( 7 . 3 . 9 5 ) . sup( E I a^J ) < oo 
n k2l ^ 
9 2 . ( S e e [ 2 4 j ) . A e ( c^(p) , i ( q)) if and only i f 
( 7 . 3 . 9 4 ) h o l d s . 
9 3 . (See [ 3 2 ] ) . Ae(-?( p) , ^ ( q)) i f and only i f 
OO 
( 7 . 3 . 9 6 ) ho lds fo r 0 < p,^ 1 1 . 
-^/Pk % 
( 7 . 3 . 9 6 ) sup ( s u p I a . 1 M ) < «>, fo r some M > 1 
n k ""^  
9 4 . (See [ 6 3 j ) . A^(M^j( p) , £ j q)) i f and only i f 
( 7 . 3 . 9 7 ) h o l d s . 
( 7 . 3 . 9 7 ) For every i n t e g e r N > 1 , 
^ /Pk ^n 
sup ( s u p | a , |N ) < oo f o r 11 n . 
n k ""^  
9 5 . (See [ 2 4 J ) . A^(W , i ( q)) i f and on ly i f 
P oo 
( 7 . 3 . 9 8 ) ho lds fo r 0 < p <. 1 . 
oo r / p ^n 
( 7 . 3 . 9 8 ) sup ( E 2 max | a . | ) < oo. 
n r=0 r ""^  
9 6 . (See [ 7 1 j ) . A ^ ( c , c ( q ) ) i f and on ly i f ( 7 . 3 . 1 ) , 
: 104 : 
( 7 . 3 . 9 9 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 1 0 0 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 1 0 1 ) h o l d . 
( 7 . 3 . 9 9 ) There e x i s t s aj^,a2» G C , such t h a t 
'n 
"nk ~ "k ' " a„,. - a,J >Of{n > « , kG t^ 
% 
( 7 . 3 . 1 0 0 ) l^ (^nk " "'k^ " ^'i ^ ^^^ ^ ~) ' 
- 1 % 
( 7 . 3 . 1 0 1 ) l im l im sup (M (E | a^. - a . | + | a | ) = 0 . 
M—> CO n k ""^ '^  
9 7 . (See [71 ] ) . AG( c^»c( q)) i f and on ly i f ( 7 . 3 . 1 ) , 
( 7 . 3 . 9 9 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 1 0 2 ) h o l d . 
- 1 % 
( 7 . 3 . 1 0 2 ) l im l im sup (M Z I a„. - a. | ) = 0 . 
M—>oo n k ""^  "^  
98. (See [62 ]). Ae(BV,c(q)) if and only if (7.3.103), 
(7.3.104), (7.3.105) hold. 
(7.3.103) sup I £ a^ .,1 < «, 
n,j k=j ""^  
( 7 . 3 . 1 0 4 ) t h e r e e x i s t s a , , a 2 » . . » . such t h a t 
oo ^ n 
I E a . , . - a . | > 0 , (n > ») fo r each j 
k=j "^ J 
- 1 ^n 
( 7 . 3 . 1 0 5 ) l im l im sup ( sup j E a . - a.[M ) = 0 . 
M n j k=j "^ J 
: 105 : 
9 9 . (See [61 ] ) . A e ( i ( p) ,c( q) ) if and only i f 
( 7 . 3 . 4 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 9 9 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 1 0 6 ) h o l d . 
( 7 . 3 . 1 0 6 ) l im l im sup (Z | a . - a . | N ) = 0 . 
N n k "'^ "^  
100. (See [24]). Ae( CQ( p) ,c( q)) if and only if 
(7.3.5), (7.3.99), (7.3.107) hold. 
-^/Pk % 
(7.3.107) lim lim sup (E [a . - a.lM ) = 0 . 
M n k ""^  "^  
101. (See [32 ]). Ae(^( p) ,c( q)) if and only if (7.3.99), 
(7.3.107), (7.3.108) hold. 
(7.3.108) For some integer M > 1, and aj^e C, we have 
sup sup I a • |M < oo. 
n k "*^  
102. (See [ 24 j) . Ae(W ,c(q)) if and only if (7.3.10), 
(7.3.99), (7.3.100), (7.3.109) hold. 
-1/P ^ r/p q n (7.3.109) lim lim sup (M ( Z 2 max \a -a,|+|a|)) =0. 
M n r=0 r HK K 
103. (See ['^IJ). A^(c,c^(q)) if and only if (7.3.110), 
(7.3.111), (7.3.112) hold. 
: 106 : 
( 7 . 3 . 1 1 0 ) la^j^l >^ 0 (n > » , k ^ 2 ) , 
( 7 . 3 . 1 1 1 ) |2 a^^l >0 (n > co) , 
K 
- 1 q_ 
( 7 . 3 . 1 1 2 ) l im l im sup (M Z | a ^ | ) = o . 
M n k ""^  
104 . (See [32 J ) . A e ( c ^ , c ^ ( q ) ) i f and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 1 1 0 ) , 
( 7 . 3 . 1 1 2 ) h o l d . 
1 0 5 . (See [62 ] ) . A e ( B V , c ^ ( q ) ) i f and only i f ( 7 . 3 . 1 1 3 ) , 
( 7 . 3 . 1 1 4 ) ho ld . 
( 7 . 3 . 1 1 3 ) I E a„^ | >0 (n > «) fo r e v e r y j , 
k=j " ' ' 
- 1 % 
( 7 . 3 . 1 1 4 ) l im l i m sup( sup 1 E a„. |M ) = 0 . 
M n j k=j ^^ 
106 . (See [ 6 1 ] ) . A e ( ^ (p) , c^( q)) i f and only i f 
( 7 . 3 . 1 1 5 ) h o l d s . 
( 7 . 3 . 1 1 5 ) For eve ry i n t e g e r N > 1 , 
^/Pk % 
(^ l^nk' '^ ) > 0 , a s n > « . 
k 
1 0 7 . (See [ 46 J) . A ^ ( c( p) ,c^( q)) i f and only if 
( 7 . 3 . 1 1 0 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 1 1 1 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 1 1 6 ) h o l d . 
: 107 : 
( 7 . 3 . 1 1 6 ) l im l im sup (E | a . |M ) = o , k = 0 , 1 , 
M n k 
1 0 8 . (See [29 J ) . A e ( c^(p) ,c^( q)) i f and only i f 
( 7 . 3 . 1 1 0 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 1 1 7 ) h o l d . 
- ^ / P k ^n 
( 7 . 3 . 1 1 7 ) l im l im sup (E Urik^'^ ^ ~ ° * 
M n k 
109 . (See [32 ] ) . Ae( -? (p) ,c^( q)) i f and only i f 
( 7 . 3 . 1 1 0 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 1 1 8 ) hold for 0 < p,^ 1 1 . 
( 7 . 3 . 1 1 8 ) l im l im sup ( sup | a |N 
M n k "'^ 
- ^ /Pk % 
) = 0 . 
110 . (See [24 J ) . A^(Wp,CQ(q)) i f and only i f 
( 7 . 3 . 1 1 0 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 1 1 1 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 1 1 9 ) hold f o r 0 < p < 1 . 
- 1 / p „ r / p q 
( 7 . 3 . 1 1 9 ) l im l im sup (M 
M n 
oo • • -n 
E 2 max | a . | ) = 0 . 
r=0 r ""^  
1 1 1 . (See [ 4 1 ] ) . A G ( i (p) , i ( p ) ) i f and on ly i f 
OO oo 
( 7 . 3 . 1 2 0 ) h o l d s . 
( 7 . 3 . 1 2 0 ) For eve ry i n t e g e r N > 1 , 
!UP^ sup 
m,n 
E | t ( n , k , m ) l N ^ / P k l P n \ C O . 
: 108 
1 1 2 . ( s e e [ 1 8 ] ) . A e ( ^ ( p ) J ( q ) ) i f and on ly i f 
( 7 . 3 . 1 2 1 ) h o l d s . 
( 7 . 3 . 1 2 1 ) For eve ry i n t e g e r N > 1 , 
1 /P i , . 
sup<^ E I t ( n , k , m ) |N 
rn,n 1 k 
'n 
O O , 
1 1 3 . (See [ 1 8 ] ) . A ^ ( c( p) , i ( q) ) i f and only i f 
OO 
( 7 . 3 . 1 2 2 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 1 2 3 ) h o l d . 
( 7 . 3 . 1 2 2 ) There e x i s t s an i n t e g e r N > 1, such t h a t 
r -^/Pk 1 % 
sup<^ E | t ( n , k , m ) | N 
m,n k^l 
< O O , 
( 7 . 3 . 1 2 3 ) sup < 
m,n 
E I t ( n,k,in) | ^ < oo. 
k>l 
'n 
114 . (See [18 ] ) . AGiWi^ip) ,ljq)) i f and on ly i f 
( 7 . 3 . 1 2 4 ) h o l d s . 
( 7 . 3 . 1 2 4 ) For every i n t e g e r N > 1, 
sup ^ sup | t ( n , k , m ) | N 
n k 
1/P,l^n 
••] < OO, fo r a l l m. 
1 1 5 . (See [ 7 3 ] ) . A e ( i j p ) ,'c( q)) i f and only i f 
( 7 . 3 . 1 2 5 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 1 2 6 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 1 2 7 ) h o l d . 
: 109 
( 7 . 3 . 1 2 5 ) For eve ry i n t e g e r M > 1, 
sup E 1 a( n, k,m) JM < « , 
n k 
n^ ( 7 . 3 . 1 2 6 ) l im l,a( n, k ,m) -a . j = 0 , un i fo rmly in m, 
n 
^ / P k 1 % r -^ / -i 
( 7 . 3 . 1 2 7 ) l im l im sup-J E | a( n , k,m)-a^lM } 
M n [ k J = 0 . 
116. (See [ 6 5 ] ) . A e ( c(p) ,CQ( q)) if and only i f 
( 7 . 3 . 1 2 8 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 1 2 9 ) , ( 7 . 3 . 1 3 0 ) h o l d . 
'n ( 7 . 3 . 1 2 8 ) l im 1 a (n ,k ,m) I = 0 , k , m = 0 , l , 
n 
( 7 . 3 . 1 2 9 ) 
( 7 . 3 . I X ) 
'n l i m | E a ( n , k , m ) l = 0 , m = 0 , l , 
n k 
l im l im sup < 
M n 
- 1 / p , 
Z | a ( n , k , m ) | M 
k 
'n 
• = 0 , m = 0 , l , . . 
117. (See [ 6^]). Ae(c^(p) ,c^(q)) if and only if 
(7.3.128), (7.3.130) hold. 
118. (See [ 73]). AG.{ijp) , IJp)) if and only if 
(7.3.131) holds. 
(7.3.131) For every integer N > 1, 
: 110 : 
m, n 
sup < E | a ( n , k , m ) J N ^/Pk iPn N OO • 
119. (See [ 3 j ) . A G ( c „ ( p ) , I ( p ) ) i f and only i f 
( 7 . 3 . 1 3 2 ) h o l d s . 
( 7 . 3 . 1 3 2 ) For every i n t e g e r 3 > 1, 
m,n 
- 1 / p , 
sup J L 1 a( n, k,m) | B n K, O O . 
OO ' OO 
120. (See [73 ] ) . A^iJljp), ijq)) i f and on ly if 
( 7 . 3 . 1 3 3 ) h o l d s . 
( 7 . 3 . 1 3 3 ) For eve ry i n t e g e r N > 1 , 
m, n 
1/p, 
sup<[ E | a ( n , k , m ) l M < O O . 
121. (See [73 ]). Ae( ijp) ,c( q)) if and only if 
(7.3.134), (7.3.135), (7.3.136) hold. 
(7.3.134) For every integer M > 1, 
sup Z |t*(n,k,m)|M 
n k 
1/p, 
< OO, for every m, 
( 7 . 3 . 1 3 5 ) l im | t ( n , k , m ) - a . l = 0 , un i formly in m, fo r each k, 
n ^ 
M n 
i / p ^ i q 
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